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400 Words from Charles Edward Pogue, Dramatist, Georgetown, KY
Let’s NOT Give the Audience What It Wants
Every time an

Art is not a democracy. It is forged in

Like all writers, I have a few rules to

artist, producer,

the fires of passion. The artist creates work

which I slavishly adhere. One is never go

theatre organiza-

within himself, driven by his own experi-

down to where you think the audience is;

tion or film studio executive invokes the

ence, demons, psyche and soul. He is the

always try to write up to where you want

mantra of “giving an audience what it

one trying to connect and communicate. He

them to be. Another: If you write for the

wants,” my baffled but pragmatic response

lays himself bare, bestowing an intensely

stupidest person in the room, crawl in
your coffin; you’re dead already. I believe

is: “How?” Just how does one go about

personal offering distilled through his per-

that? As a writer, I know that until I pre-

ceptions and beliefs to strangers who have

the goal of any dramatic artist or group of

sent my work for public scrutiny, it has no

neither asked for it nor been waiting for it.

artists is to reach for the highest common

audience. During the process of creation, I

But he boldly reaches out to them, saying:

denominator, not the lowest. Each artistic

am my only audience.

“This is important to me. It resonates with

choice and decision must be made for how

me. It has worth to me. It has meaning to

it best serves the dramatic vision, not for its

way around. That’s why he’s the artist. He

me. Is there anyone else out there who feels

audience appeal.

is the one with something to say. The forma-

the same way?”

The artist tells the audience, not the other

The dilemma of the artist is not trying to

tion of dramatic work is the sole responsi-

Once the offering is made, that’s when

figure out how to give the audience what

bility of the artist and to allow the wishes,

the audience gets its vote, gets a voice, gets

it wants, but figuring out how to make the

whims and desires of amateurs to intrude is

to tell the artist: “I get it; I don’t get; it’s

audience want what he gives. n

not only an abdication of his responsibility

great; it sucks.” And that response tells us

but a dilution of his creative voice.

who our audience is.

Visit Pogue’s blogspot at http://poguespages.
blogspot.com
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From the SETC President

T

“The play’s the thing, wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the king.”
William Shakespeare, Hamlet, 2.2
If indeed it is the play that captures our attention, then surely the playwright

deserves recognition for bringing the words to the page. Since 1959, SETC has
honored playwrights annually for their outstanding new works.
In this issue, we put the spotlight on Honeyboy, the 2009 winner of SETC’s

Charles M. Getchell Award, given to recognize a promising new play by a
Southeastern playwright. In an accompanying story, Steve Burch interviews
playwright Tommy Trull about his work and the development of Honeyboy.
Would-be playwrights looking for help in getting their works published will
want to read Doug Schutte’s article beginning on Page 12. Schutte interviewed a
variety of publishers’ and playwrights’ representatives on the state of publishing
today. Doug provides 12 tips for playwrights, including vital advice on what
playwrights must do to get published and how technology is changing the
industry. Although many playwrights today worry about having their works
stolen on the Internet, playwright Charles Mee makes all of his plays available
for free online. David Wohl shares his story on Page 14.
How do you see the role of the playwright? Is it to write plays that will appeal
to audiences? In our “400 Words” column this issue, Charles Edward Pogue,
a playwright living in Louisville, argues that dramatic vision should trump
audience expectations any day.
One of the events that received significant attention at the 2009 SETC
Convention was the three-day light lab workshop conducted by Kenton Yeager.
On Page 8, Rob Taylor details how Yeager’s 1-to-6 scale model lab works and
why educators are adapting the idea for use in their classrooms.
You’ll find helpful tips for costuming in today’s tough economic times in our
“Outside the Box” column, which focuses on innovative ways to create costumes
on a budget – including re-purposing old garments.
Also be sure to check out our “Words, Words, Words…” column, which
features David Thompson’s review of William Demastes’ new book on the late,
great monologist Spalding Gray.
So many words and so little coffee – refill your cup and exercise your mind.
Enjoy!

Beth Harvey, SETC President
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the box
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Budget Costumes

Become a Clothing Cannibal to Save Money
by Sonya Bixler

dress as the base. We added the balloon

pattern. We sewed all the additions in such

skirt of a separate, horribly outdated brown

a way that they are secure but could also

nique period costumes can be created

dress for the lower portion of our creation.

be taken out of the dress with ease, leaving

inexpensively by cannibalizing cloth-

We cut the brown balloon skirt off of our

the integrity of the lace dress intact (just in

ing that is packed away in an attic, hanging

sacrificial garment and basted it to the lining

case another cannibal happens along!).

U

in a closet or gracing the racks of the the-

on the underside of the lace dress, making

Photos and a materials list are below,

atre costume room, forlorn and forgotten.

sure that the hem was of adequate length.

along with a cost comparison for a dress

I became a costume cannibal at the age of

Because the lace dress was a rather “blah”

made from a pattern.

16 when I made a discovery: By cutting

beige, we dyed all these pieces a cocoa

and stitching pieces from three articles of

brown. Then, with some brown velveteen

clothing that I already had, I could make

and pink fabric that we dug up, we used a

a costume for my character, Polly, in The

pattern to make three-quarter sleeves and

Beggar’s Opera. Since then, I have saved

a dickey which were sewed into the inside

thousands of dollars by cannibalizing,

of the sleeves and neckline of our lace dress

which is just an honest term for something

body. Two 4-inch wide strips of the same

many people already do: taking articles of

scrap velveteen were attached to each side

clothing and putting them together in such

of the front of the dress at the hips (making

a way that a new (usually period) costume

a slight tuck in the dress vertically), pulled

is created.

around to the back, and sewed to the sides

Cannibalizing existing clothing into

of the zipper at the back of the dress. This

costumes for the stage accomplishes at least

added some interest and also cinched the

two important objectives for a costumer on

dress in to provide a better fit. A bustle was

a tight budget: 1) It saves time, requiring

then created by pleating scrap pink fabric

fewer hours of work than building a new

in the back, then tacking a brown velve-

costume from scratch. 2) It costs less than

teen bow at the top of the “bustle.” These

purchasing a costume and enables the cos-

additions were done freehand, not from a

Cannibalized costume for Earnest.

tumer to use material that would be beyond
the range of most theatre budgets. Just in
the lace category, for example, you might
expect to pay $24.95 to $119 per yard for new
Venice lace, tulle lace, Alencon lace, organza
lace, beaded lace or Battenberg lace. (I found
these “discounted” prices on the Internet.)
Fabrics such as satin, velvet and the like can
also break a costumer’s budget.
Ready to Become a Costume Cannibal?

Here is an example of how you can save
money by cannibalizing. My colleague
Charlene Louwerens and I used two existing dresses and some scrap fabric to outfit
her daughter Andrea for the role of Aunt
Augusta in The Importance of Being Earnest
(see photos, this page). We used a 1960s lace


Materials Needed

(for Aunt Augusta’s cannibalized dress in The Importance of Being Earnest, above)

mATERIAL				

SOURCE		

COST

Lace dress				
Brown dress for lower skirt			
Brown dye (Rit)				
Brown velveteen, 1 yard			
Pink fabric (polyester - linen look) 		

Hanging in costume room
Hanging in costume room
Wal-Mart			
Remnant section, Wal-Mart
Remnant section, Wal-Mart

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 3.50
$ 4.00
$ 5.00

			

Cost of cannibalized dress: $12.50

That compares to a cost of more than $200 for the dress if we had built it from a pattern and
purchased the same type of material as in the cannibalized costume. That cost is based on:
Dress pattern 				
Half-price at Wal-Mart
$ 7.95
Alencon lace, 3 yards			
Internet			
$150.00
Tulle lining for lace dress, 3 yards		
Wal-Mart			
$ 9.00		
Satin lining material, 3 yards			
Wal-Mart			
$ 18.00
Brown material for lower skirt, 3 yards		
Wal-Mart			
$ 12.00
Velveteen and pink fabric			
Remnant section, Wal-Mart $ 9.00
Zipper 					
Wal-Mart			
$ 1.25

Cannibalize Expensive Fabric

and tacked up at

A costumer can also create vintage-look-

intervals, lace trim

ing costumes by building a basic costume

was added to the

and cannibalizing expensive fabric from

neckline, fringe was

other costumes hanging on the theatre

sewn at the bottom

racks. I recently made Amanda Wingfield’s

of the sleeves, and

cotillion dress (below) for The Glass Menag-

fake flowers were

erie. While I did buy a pattern and material

tacked to the sleeves

for the dress, I also cannibalized two old

and the skirt.

wedding dresses that we pulled off our

Most theatres re-

storage racks. The organza of one wedding

ceive donated cloth-

dress had rotted, so I saved the lace from

ing items from the

the sleeves and the lace appliques. I used

community, many

It all adds up:

these lace pieces to adorn Amanda’s sleeves

of which are made

and bodice. The organza lace overskirt from

of very expensive

another ruined wedding dress was cut to

fabrics just waiting

length for the dress, gathered, and attached

to be cannibalized. Be sure to save dresses

at the waistline. The pink material for the

made with expensive fabrics (lace, silk, satin,

Mrs. Darling’s gown.

belt came from fabric stored at the theatre.

velvet and the like), as well as those that have

Materials and costs are below.

unusual buttons and those that are truly
vintage items. We save all wedding dresses,
not because they are wedding dresses but
because of the fabrics used in the gowns.
The next time your theatre is wading
through donated clothing, don’t just look at

Two wedding
dresses were
cannibalized to
make this cotillion
dress for The
Glass Menagerie.

extraordinary
education

the clothing you see, but also think of what
it could become. n

Make a No-Cost Costume

The gown in the next column, worn by
Mrs. Darling in Peter Pan, cost the theatre

Sonya Bixler, a costumer for community and
high school theatre productions for more than 30
years, teaches high school drama at Washington
School in Greenville, MS. If you would like to
know more about this technique, e-mail her at
dramaqueen522001@yahoo.com.

nothing. It was made from stored material:

Resources

a 1980s prom dress, a slip, silk flowers and

Books which illustrate this process include:

assorted items that I found in the theatre’s

Elegantly Frugal Costumes by Shirley Dear-

trim box. The slip was basted on the inside

ing, and Costumes, Accessories, Props and

of the dress, the dress was gathered up

Stage Illusions Made Easy by Barb Rogers.
Joseph P. Tilford, dean
UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Materials Needed

(for cotillion dress in The Glass Menagerie, shown above)

mATERIAL				source		

COST

Simplicity pattern 9723			
Half-price at Wal-Mart
Material, 7 yards x 60"			
Dollar table at Wal-Mart
Lace for bodice and sleeves			
Hanging in costume room
Organza lace for skirt, approximately 43/4 yards
Hanging in costume room
Zipper					
Wal-Mart			
Thread and snaps 				
Stock			
Cost of cannibalized dress: $15.20

$ 6.95
$ 7.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 1.25
$ 0.00 		

Scene Design
Lighting Design
Sound Design
Technical Direction
Scenic Painting
Costume Design

Stage Automation
Stage Properties
Costume Technology
Wig and Makeup
Stage Management
Performing Arts
Management

The University of North Carolina School of the Arts is an
equal opportunity campus of the UNC system.

If you instead had to purchase organza lace for the skirt new, the cheapest price I found on the
Internet was $29.95 per yard, adding $143 to the amount above for a total cost of $158.20.
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Barbie and Ken Teach Lighting
1-to-6 Lab Offers Opportunity for Hands-On
Learning on a Small Scale in the Classroom

A poseable mannequin is used to simulate an actor during the 1-to-6 scale lab workshop at the SETC Convention. Barbie and Ken dolls also
are the right size to represent actors in the lab, providing designers with an inexpensive way to simulate actors while studying lighting.

U

b y R o b Ta y l o r

University of Tennessee-Knoxville lighting designer

excitement level goes up. It is a lot of toys, and we

Kenton Yeager unveiled a different way of teaching

love toys!”

lighting at the 2009 SETC Convention in Birmingham.
In a three-day workshop attended by numerous

scale model box of a theatre, which fits neatly on a

design professors and their students, Yeager

4-foot x 8-foot sheet of plywood. Equipped with a

demonstrated how a 1-to-6 scale model lab can

full range of accessories, including scrims and stage

streamline and improve the teaching of lighting at an

blacks, and a full-stage, rear-projection screen, it is

affordable cost, with poseable mannequins or Barbie

an adaptable and easy-to-work-in space that allows

and Ken dolls standing in for actors.

designers to create and experiment with lighting

Jay Herzog, chair of the theatre department at

concepts. In putting together his lab, Yeager worked

Towson University in Maryland, is one of those who

with Cyd Knight from Barbizon Lighting Company in

attended and is now building his own version of the

Charlotte, NC, to create the specs for a full miniature

lab. Herzog and his students are getting more excited

lighting package. The 1-to-6 scale seems to lend itself

as it gets closer to completion.
“We cannot wait to start playing,” says Herzog.
“With every box we open from the vendors, the


So what is a 1-to-6 model lab? It is a 1-foot = 6-foot

to the scaling down of lighting. For example, an MR16 PAR in the lab roughly equates to a PAR-64 in an
actual theatre.

It is not just in the scaling down of lighting that
the lab works well for design. The 1-to-6 scale also is
perfect for using Barbie dolls to simulate actors – an
idea suggested to Yeager by participants at his SETC
workshop. In the lab, a Barbie is roughly the same
size as a 5-foot, 8-inch actor, and a Ken doll is roughly
the same size as a 6-foot actor. While poseable mannequins also work, Yeager says the Barbie and Ken
dolls provide an inexpensive, easily located option
Kenton Yeager

with more detailed features on which to gauge the
effects. Granted, it won’t be often that a production
uses an actress with measurements of 36-18-33, but
for use in a scaled-down lab, Barbie can prove quite
a useful tool – and not just for the lighting designer.
Costume designers, too, will benefit from being able
to see how light plays on certain fabrics far in advance
of dress rehearsals.

Design students explore the use of color and angle
in the 1-to-6 scale light lab. In addition to helping
with lighting design, the lab also is useful in teaching
costume and scenic design.

Indeed, one of the key advantages of the model,
Yeager says, is that students can see how their lighting will work better than is possible in a full-scale
model.
For the last 18 years, Herzog has worked in a fullscale lab with an eight-foot ceiling and conventional
lighting equipment designed to work 15 to 30 feet
from the stage – a common teaching situation in
American universities today. He notes that because
the distance is off, there is too much light in the
David Hawkins

full-scale lab for a true representation of work. The
full-scale lab is also inefficient because of the time it
takes to move from project to project. In a full-scale
lab, most of a 90-minute class is often spent rigging a
project, leaving little time for presentation, feedback
and adjustments. Valuable classroom time is wasted,
Herzog notes, and as a result too much lighting is

The 1-to-6 scale model light lab is set up at the SETC
Convention in Birmingham.

taught without actually turning on stage lighting.
The 1-to-6 model lab that Yeager used at the SETC
Convention provides a faster way to create a representation of scenes on the stage. Yeager has demonstrated
that, with the 1-to-6 scale lab, a project can be mocked
up in 20 minutes or less, allowing more time to teach,
explore and modify the work. Technical rehearsals
can move more quickly and smoothly, Yeager says,
because there are fewer surprises. In providing more
David Hawkins

time for designing and less for set-up, Yeager says he
has seen his students reach breakthroughs faster in
their growth as lighting designers.
A further advantage of the 1-to-6 scale lab is cost.
Yeager estimates the upfront costs of a well-equipped
1-to-6 model lab at around $15,000, approximately
half the cost of a 1-to-4 scale lab and as little as 10

University of Tennessee-Knoxville lighting designer Kenton Yeager introduces the
SETC workshop participants to the 1-to-6 scale lab, shown in background.
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percent of the cost of a full-scale lab. The savings

to me as a teacher. It is less of a museum world and

could be even greater for a lab equipped with scav-

more true to the art of theatre lighting.”

enged equipment. Yeager himself put together a very

Yeager’s interest in the 1-to-6 model lab grew from

basic version for only $1,000. Add to this the savings

a series of projects that he worked on with Henk

created by lower energy costs and the freeing up of

van der Geest, head of the International Lighting

dedicated space, often at a premium on a university

Design Organization. In 2003, Yeager had seen van

campus or in a high school classroom, and it is not

der Geest’s 1-to-4 scale lab, originally designed by

hard to understand why the educators introduced

Steve Kemp. That lab was about 10 feet wide, 7 feet

to the lab at the SETC Convention are excited by its

high and 8 feet deep – more efficient than a full-scale

possibilities.

lab, but still a little large for true practical applica-

Perhaps the most exciting advantage of the 1-to-6

tion in the classroom. A series of projects taught in

lab for an educator is the student interest it seems to

Amsterdam in 2007 gave Yeager further exposure

generate. Herzog says his decision to create a 1-to-6

to the 1-to-4 lab. Later that year, he taught a three-

model lab was a result of the excitement he found

day master class using the 1-to-4 scale at the Prague

among his students during the SETC workshop,

Quadrennial. The 1-to-4 scale lab allowed Yeager to

where participants actually created lighting projects

see the benefits offered in a scale lab – and, when he

over a series of days and then presented them using

returned home, Yeager began designing a similar

the model lab. When he saw the level of excitement

lab for the University of Tennessee-Knoxville. While

from his students, his decision was an easy one.

waiting for the funding to build the 1-to-4 scale lab,

Before this year’s convention, Herzog had looked

he designed and built a 1-to-6 from scrap parts he had

at other smaller scale labs that are readily available in

on hand. In doing so, he found that the 1-to-6 lab had

the market, but says he felt they were more suited to

some real advantages over the larger version.

“a more stagnant, smaller approach. They certainly

Herzog concurs: “I think the lighting instruments

have their place, but the 1-to-6 scale lab really talked

available are more true to the 1-to-6 scale. Using 50- to 75-

watt lights is more true to the scale of a full-size stage.”

possibly other disciplines as well.

The SETC Convention session provided an oppor-

“We are currently working on including elements

tunity for Yeager to introduce other lighting designers

for flying scenery and rigging,” he says, “It would be

to his ideas.
One of those who attended the session was Kevin

great to be able to teach the fundamentals of flying
and rigging without needing a theatre.”

Rigdon, a University of Houston professor who also

The scale lab may even have a place in teaching

was the judge of the 2009 SETC Lighting Design

theatre history, particularly the history of theatre light-

Competition. Rigdon has taken the principle of the

ing. Yeager explores that idea in a book on lighting

lab and adjusted it for his own needs. He says that the

design that he is co-authoring with Beverly Emmons,

SETC workshop “prodded me to sit down and draw

the Tony Award-winning Broadway lighting designer

out a lab to replace our current lab. My version is a

who is working to preserve the great works of light-

bit different, but the principle is the same.”

ing designers through a masterworks archive. In their

Herzog also used Yeager’s model as his base and
is adapting it to meet this own needs.

book, Yeager and Emmons suggest using the 1-to-6
lab to recreate and explore great designs of the past.

“We are using Kenton’s lab as a model and chang-

Outside of the educational realm, the 1-to-6 model

ing it up a bit,” Herzog explains. “We are using alumi-

lab has potential for use in professional theatre as

num rather than steel and have a bit more flexibility

well. “I don’t think professional theatres will build

with positions. Like Kenton, we have purchased some

their own,” says Herzog, “but I absolutely plan on

mini moving lights, par 16s, 3” Fresnels and small

using Towson University’s lab to look at my profes-

ERSs. I am very excited about teaching in the lab next

sional designs.”

semester. I think the students will get a better idea of
how to light a stage, not a classroom.”
That certainly seems to be the feedback from

Knight thinks that the time savings created by the
1-to-6 model lab would benefit some professional companies. “Tech time can be avoided by working the idea

‘The 1-to-6 scale
lab really talked to
me as a teacher.
It is less of a
museum world
and more true to
the art of theatre
lighting.’

students who have used the lab. Catherine Girardi

up in the lab before you get to the theatre,” she says.

Jay Herzog,

and Jenn Trippe, both students of Yeager’s at the

“This is much more efficient when your show doesn’t

University of Tennessee-Knoxville and both win-

have much time or budget for the space rental.”

Towson University

ners in SETC’s Design Competition this year, are as
enthusiastic about the lab as their teacher.
“The flexibility is great to have,” says Girardi,
who won first prize in the graduate lighting design

Knight also envisions non-theatrical applications.
“You could even set up a retail space or office space design to mock up specs before final installs,” she says.
Yeager also believes theatres could use the 1-to-6

competition. “I find that I’m able to spend a lot more

model lab “to show producers what they will be get-

time exploring the quality of the light and working

ting before you move into the theatre. I think a lot of

to further clarify my ideas and concepts. I could see

time and money could be saved in any theatre if they

myself building one. I think that it could be quite

used this tool along the way.”

useful to a professional.”

For the time being, however, the uses of the lab are

Trippe, who placed second in the 2009 graduate light-

being explored mostly in the educational realm. Using

ing design competition, noted that the undergraduate

feedback and ideas received in his SETC workshop,

school she attended did not have any type of lab.

Yeager is now updating the design of his 1-to-6 model.

“So in preparing for production, one often could

More information about the lab, including drawings,

be found dropping gel in some lights that were

details and full specifications, can be found at www.

hung for another performance to get a feel for them,

yeagerlabs.com. n

or going into the black box theatre and testing out
angles on a chair,” she says. “With the light lab, we
are able to test both of these aspects as well as place

Rob Taylor is a writer and an actor living in Lexington, NC.

a model stage within and see how colors and angles

CORRECTION

really play off each other.”

A caption on Page 31 of the Summer 2009 issue

In addition to its obvious appeal for teaching

of Southern Theatre misidentified the director of

lighting design, Yeager sees potential for educators

a production of Miss Julie: Freedom Summer at

to use the 1-to-6 model lab to teach costume design,

the University of Memphis. The director was

scene design, projection design, even directing – and

graduate student Heather Wilson.
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Published!
12 Tips from Industry Experts
for Getting Your Play into Print

S

by Doug Schutte

of playwriting, publication is not the end game

Scene: A young writer, worrying about a looming

– production is. And because of that, play publishers

deadline for an article for Southern Theatre magazine,

typically look for works that have already been pro-

decides to pop in on a “Question and Answer” round-

duced. Many times, writers are a little shocked – and

table of play publishers at the 2009 SETC Convention

even offended – by this. However, getting your play

in Birmingham. The heads of all the major publishing

produced is one of the most important steps you can

families are there, and the room is filled with what

take to make it more attractive to publishers.

appear to be aspiring writers. The meeting has just

“We like to see that there has been a production

begun when the writer slides into his chair, pulls out

history because it tells us that there is enough inter-

his notepad, and says a mini-prayer that this session

est in the play to be produced and performed,” says

will part the skies and show him the way to the end

Noah Sanders, marketing director for Playscripts,

of his article.
After brief introductions, the publishers open the

Inc. “A previous production allows us to gauge how
well it will do for us, through reviews and box office

floor for questions. It’s less than four minutes before

sales, and therefore whether it’s worth publishing or

someone in the audience asks the inevitable question:

not.”

“So what kinds of plays are you looking to publish?”

While publishing and licensing houses have dif-

A seemingly-cryptic answer follows: “We publish

fering production prerequisites, each house typically

good plays.”

requires at least some form of previous production.

While this answer may do little for the aspiring
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fiction, the writer’s goal is publication. In the realm

Larry Lees, director of music and materials for the

writer who asked the question and is searching for a

licensing house Music Theatre International (MTI),

clear explanation, it actually is more helpful than it

states that “while there are a few exceptions (i.e.,

appears on the surface – and in fact leads me to the

picking up an unproduced show from an author we

first in a series of tips for playwrights hoping to be

trust), we generally don’t acquire shows until they’ve

licensed and/or published in today’s economy.

had at least one major, first-class, professional produc-

Tip 1: The key word to remember is “play.”

tion in New York or London or another major theatre

Instead of focusing on the word “good” (which

center.” He goes on to note the benefits of these pro-

is understandably subjective and maddening for the

ductions: “A major, successful production helps the

playwright) in the publisher’s quote above, concen-

playwright in that it gets us (MTI) to pay attention.  

trate on the word “play.” Remember that you are

If we acquire the title, a successful production history

attempting to publish a play, not a novel – and that

is enormously helpful to us in marketing the show. A

makes a big difference in what you need to do. In

show can be the greatest piece of theatre in the world,

Larry Lees
Director of Music and Materials
Music Theatre International

Marilee Hebert Miller
Publisher
Anchorage Press Plays

Jim Hoare
Director of Amateur Licensing
Theatrical Rights Worldwide

Gary Garrison
Executive Director, Creative
Affairs, The Dramatists Guild

but if Mrs. Beasley, the drama teacher in Illinois,

agents, contests, festivals, individual theatres and

hasn’t heard of it, it is going to be near impossible to

playwright retreats. The Sourcebook also categorizes

get her to license the show.  Also, particularly in the

the information, allowing you to work through the

regional theatre world, the artistic directors commu-

material by genre or on a submission timeline.

nicate with each other often – asking ‘how did show

Beyond that, look online for resources. One site to

XYZ sell for your theatre?’  If a show is a hit with one

explore is www.playwritingopportunities.com, which

regional theatre, word gets around fast.  Conversely,

provides a thorough list of submission opportunities

if a show’s production history is bad (i.e., it ‘bombs’

with upcoming deadlines, as well as a list of theatres

on Broadway), it can potentially have a very severe
effect on the future of a show.”  
Publishing icon Samuel French also looks for
works that have navigated the production process.

Resources on the Web

On the submission guidelines page of its website,

Publishing and Licensing Companies:

Samuel French says: “We generally recommend that

Anchorage Press Plays: www.applays.com
Baker’s Plays: www.bakersplays.com
Dramatic Publishing: www.dramaticpublishing.com
Dramatists Play Service: www.dramatists.com
Music Theatre International: www.mtishows.com
Playscripts: http://playscripts.com
Samuel French: www.samuelfrench.com
Theatrical Rights Worldwide: www.theatricalrights.com

those new to playwriting put their efforts into getting
productions before attempting to get published, as the
production process naturally helps the playwright
edit and adjust their work to achieve the desired
effect.” Ken Dingledine, publications manager at
Samuel French, adds that a show’s “‘produceability’
will be honed and perfected by going through the
production process.”
Tip 2: Tap resources to get your play
produced as many places as possible.

So ... if most publishing houses want to see produc-

Script Formatting:

BBC’s Script Smart: www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/scriptsmart
Dramatists Guild Resource Guide: www.dramatistsguild.com/publications.aspx
Opportunities:

at TCG’s website (www.tcg.org), on www.amazon.

TCG’s Sourcebook: www.tcg.org
New Play Network Submissions: www.nnpn.org
www.playwritingopportunities.com
SETC Getchell New Play Award: www.setc.org/scholarship/newplay.php
SETC High School Play Contest: www.setc.org/scholarship/hsnewplay.php
AACT Play Contests: www.aact.org

com and at a host of other outlets. The Sourcebook

Membership Organization for Playwrights

provides information on submitting your play to

Dramatists Guild: www.dramatistsguild.com

tions, you may now find yourself asking, “How do I
go about getting these productions?” Perhaps the best
resource is the Dramatists Sourcebook, published by
Theatre Communications Group (TCG) and available
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accepting submissions on an ongoing basis. Theatre

work produced at regional theatres. “With the advent

organizations such as SETC (www.setc.org) and the

of organizations such as the New Play Network, we

American Association of Community Theatre (www.

are seeing a growing number of plays that bypass the

aact.org) regularly provide information on opportuni-

New York market and receive rolling premieres in var-

ties for playwrights. Many state organizations, such

ious regional markets,” says Dingledine. “Thus, new

as my own Kentucky Theatre Association (www.

works can gain national exposure without the tradi-

theatreky.org), also provide playwriting opportunities

tional or expected New York stamp of approval.  We

in our newsletters. The key is simply finding a contest

have taken notice of this and have broadened our

or event that suits your material.
The good news is that the time when only a New
York or London production got a serious look from

acquisitions to reflect this movement.”
Tip 3: Know the publishing market for your
play.

publishers is past. For example, French’s Dingledine

Many publishers have niches and therefore license

notes that the National New Play Network (www.

and/or publish only plays of a certain genre. Theat-

nnpn.org) has helped talented playwrights get their

rical Rights Worldwide (www.theatricalrights.com)

The Curious Case Of Charles Mee: ‘Feel
by David Wohl

O

ne of the highlights of the annual SETC

and the Internet, and build your own, entirely new,

Convention is the “Meet the Publishers”

piece – and then, please, put your own name to the

workshop, where representatives from the

work that results.”

major dramatic publishing houses discuss rules and

He talked in a phone interview during the Humana

policies and promote their newly published acqui-

Festival about why he decided to make his plays avail-

sitions. At the 2009 workshop in Birmingham, an

able online, free of charge. Mee notes that his move

audience member asked about the plays of Charles

in that direction began nearly 20 years ago. When

Mee. There was a moment of silence as publishers

he wrote his version of Orestes in 1990, he thought it

looked at one another and collectively rolled their

seemed odd to claim it as his own intellectual prop-

eyes. Finally, one of the publishers replied: “Well, he’s

erty because he had (in his words) “ripped off a play

probably the only playwright in America that makes

from public domain along with using material from

all of his plays available for free – and we really don’t

other sources such as magazines and newspapers.”

have anything to do with him.”

Mee had a computer-literate friend who suggested

Mee is the 70-year-old author of such plays as First
Love, Limonade Tous de Jours, Orestes 2.0, Full Circle,

making the play available over what was then an
early version of the Internet.

Time to Burn, Big Love and bobrauschenbergamerica.

“So I put the play online and it felt good – it was

One of his newest plays, Under Construction, was per-

impulsive, not a philosophical principle – and as time

formed at the 2009 Humana Festival of New American

has gone on, it just continues to feel good,” Mee said.

Plays at Actors Theatre of Louisville (KY) by the SITI

“There were no copyright laws in Shakespeare’s time

Company, directed by Anne Bogart.

or in the time of Greek drama and I thought maybe

While many playwrights today worry about unauthorized use of their plays because of easy Internet
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and contents of the plays of Euripides and Brecht and
stuff out of Soap Opera Digest and the evening news

that was connected to the quality and depth of the
work being produced during those periods.”

accessibility to works, Mee has posted full-text ver-

Mee is quick to point out that he’s not against

sions of all of his plays, including Under Construction,

playwrights earning a living. “In general, I am in fa-

on the Web. His website tells readers, “Please feel free

vor of open-source access, but I also understand that

to take the plays from this website and use them freely

playwrights need to support themselves in order to

as a resource for your own work: that is to say, don’t

write plays,” he says. “But I don’t think you should

just make some cuts or rewrite a few passages or re-

want all your support from the government or the

arrange them or put in a few texts that you like better,

marketplace or even from foundations. They all have

but pillage the plays as I have pillaged the structures

agendas and a mixture of sources gives writers the

and Music Theatre International (www.mtishows.

you will find lists of the types of plays they produce,

com) deal exclusively with musicals, with Theatrical

as well as submission policies, prerequisites and

Rights serving as a publisher and MTI serving only as

protocol.

a licensing agent. Playscripts (www.playscripts.com)

Tip 4: Don’t write off the youth market.

specializes in high school one-acts, but has expanded

Consider expanding your market scope if you

its focus in the last few years to include musicals. An-

don’t currently write for young people. The theatre

chorage Press Plays (www.applays.com) specializes in

for youth genre supplies a revolving door of audience

theatre for young audiences. Houses such as Samuel

members who have an insatiable appetite for riveting

French (www.samuelfrench.com), Baker Plays (www.

stories and characters. Perhaps the most exciting trend

bakerplays.com), Dramatists Play Service (www.

of late has been the blossoming of new talent in this

dramatists.com), and Dramatic Publishing (www.

area. Marilee Hebert Miller, publisher at Anchorage

dramaticpublishing.com) all serve a wider gamut.

Press Plays, has taken note: “A new generation of

When you’re ready to begin searching for a pub-

playwrights is choosing to write for the (theatre for

lisher, go to the various publishers’ websites. There

youth) field. Numerous experienced playwrights are

Free to Take the Plays from this Website’
greatest latitude and freedom.”
Mee does differentiate between publishing rights
and performance rights. Theatres that wish to perform
his plays must seek permission from his agents. He
began this practice because, several years ago, two
companies in Seattle produced the same play at the
same time and, as Mee describes it, “they were angry
at each other!” To prevent such conflicts and have
some control, Mee developed a “performance rights”
policy.
“I created a two-tiered system,” he said. “In general, companies that charge money to see my plays
must pay for these rights, but students and organizations that do not have budgets are given permission
to perform the plays without being charged.“
Mee believes that his system would benefit other
playwrights, too, because it would help them get their
works produced.
“By and large, writers make money from performance rights, not by publishing their works, and what

Charles Mee says, “By and large, writers make money from performance rights,
not by publishing their works, and what I’ve done seems to me a good model for
other writers wanting to get their works out there so that they will be read and
produced.”

I’ve done seems to me a good model for other writers
wanting to get their works out there so that they will
be read and produced,” Mee said.

work. Sometimes playwrights steal stories and
conversations and dreams and intimate revelations

However, Mee does not proselytize his views on

from their friends and lovers and call this original.

intellectual property. His methods work well for

And sometimes some of us write about our own

him, but he’s quick to admit that they may not for

innermost lives, believing that, then, we have written

other playwrights. He does insist that playwrights

something truly original and unique. But, of course,

should be honest with themselves regarding the

the culture writes us first, and then we write our

concept of ownership: “None of the classical Greek

stories.“ As he states on his website, “There is no such

plays were original: they were all based on earlier

thing as an original play.” n

plays or poems or myths. And none of Shakespeare’s

David Wohl is dean of the College of Arts and Humanities at
West Virginia State University and a past president of SETC.

plays are original: they are all taken from earlier
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discovering the joy of writing for an audience that still
‘believes’ in the magic of theatre.”
In addition to Anchorage Press Plays, the family-oriented Baker’s Plays (a subsidiary of Samuel
French) is another avenue for youth-oriented stage
play ideas.
Tip 5: Don’t try to cash in on fads or “what
is popular.”

While such trends are not nearly as prevalent in
the stage play world as in the formulaic world of
Hollywood, certain types of plays do become popular
for a period of time. Currently, for instance, musicals
created from the work of iconic musical groups (such
as Mamma Mia!, from the music of ABBA, and Jersey
Boys, the story of The Four Seasons) are popular. But
remember this: The current trend in the stage world
will most likely be a trend of the past by the time your
script is ready to be produced and/or published.
Tip 6: Do be cognizant of changes in the
publishing industry.

The economic downturn has had a major impact
on the publishing industry, just as it has on businesses
across America.
“The current sagging economy is hurting everyone,” notes Anchorage Press Plays’ Miller.
The biggest recent example of the impact is a
trend toward the publication of plays with smaller
casts. More and more, theatres are moving from the
plays of old with casts of 15 or more to plays with
no more than a handful of cast members. A simple
perusal of regional theatre “new play festivals” and
their guidelines shows the majority have stipulations

that play submissions should have no more than six
or seven characters. For good or bad, this appears to
be a trend that will continue to have steam for quite
some time.
The recent budget cuts that many theatres have
faced also have caused them to adjust their seasons
and seek more “manageable” plays. “Smaller cast
shows with modest design elements have found favor
when theatres are forced to face reductions in funding
and subscriptions,” says Sanders.
Has the economic downtown also caused
publishers to cut back on the number of plays they
are publishing? Surprisingly, the answer, at least for
some, is no.
“Actually, Playscripts is publishing more plays this
year than at any time in our history,” says Playscripts’
Sanders, “and we have now expanded into publishing musicals. In part, this is due to an abundance of
great material from playwrights who deserve to be
produced on stages across the world. It is also a reflection of a robust marketplace where plays continue to
be produced in spite of the economic downturn.”
Samuel French’s Dingledine concurs: “To this
point, the number of new publications has more
than doubled in the last two years, and the accessibility to our material has increased dramatically.  By
increasing avenues of exposure for our titles online,
in bookstores and at theatre conferences around the
nation, we feel our titles are more in the hands of the
potential producers which will then lead to productions.”
Tip 7: Don’t be afraid of the massive
elephant in the room – technology.

Technology is changing the landscape of play
publishing – and will continue to do so.

Looking for a Play? Find It Online!

A

wonderful example of website technology at work is findaplay.com, a
service hosted by Playscripts that is a collaborative effort of nearly all of

the major publishing houses. On the site, a director or producer can type in the
title or author of a desired work and immediately be connected to the proper
publishing house. Any director or producer who worked in the “pre-technology”
era can recall with relative ease at least one instance in which locating a title
from a publisher was a completely maddening experience. From the writer’s
vantage point, such a service eliminates numerous complications that previously existed between the writer’s printed word and production.
On the publishing houses’ websites themselves, finding a play is easier,
too. With the ability on most sites to browse catalogues based on criteria such
as cast size, length and genre, producers and writers are connecting in ways
not even conceivable 50 years ago.

“Digital technology has already changed us,” says
Miller. “The generation of young adults who will
be the next directors, teachers, artists, writers – is
completely digital.”
For the writer who believes himself or herself
to be more Luddite than technophile, the growth of
technology can be alarming. Many writers’ greatest
fear is that the advance of technology increases the
chance that their work will be stolen on the Internet.
Jim Hoare, director of amateur licensing at Theatrical Rights Worldwide, notes, “The greatest pitfalls
deal with authorized vs. unauthorized materials,
and websites that contain or promote unauthorized
content.”
A quick search online on YouTube for Beckett’s

B.A. in Drama
Many student
assistantships available

Minor in Dance

M.F.A.
Acting
Scenic Design
Costume Design
Lighting Design
Technical Direction
Three-Year
19-Member
M.F.A. Company
Competitively funded
assistantships and full
tuition for each M.F.A.
student each year!

For more
information,
write or call:
UVa Department of Drama
PO Box 400128
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4128

434-924-3326

Waiting for Godot returned 433 clips (all unauthor-

“Print on Demand” capabilities, which do not require

ized) of both stage and screen versions of the play. If

the publishing house to commit to bulk print jobs for

this, however, is the worst that technology brings to

a single title. “Rather than scale back on the number

the play publishing world, then playwrights should

of titles that we are publishing, we are looking for

consider themselves lucky. Indeed, some writers have

more economical ways to print our books while still

even gone so far as to embrace Internet technology.

maintaining the high quality of our publications,”

For example, on his website, playwright Charles Mee

says Dingledine of Samuel French.   “With our in-

essentially asks writers to take his work! (See sidebar,

house ’Print on Demand’ equipment, we are able to

Pages 14-15.)

better gauge and manage our risk factors, yet sustain

Still, with digitized versions of their works being
placed online more and more by publishers, many

high print runs.” In addition, Dingledine notes, “Print

playwrights fear that their plays are in danger of

on Demand” enables Samuel French “to increase the

being produced without authorization – and without

number of authors and pieces that we publish.  New

royalty. Luckily, this is more myth that truth. The

or emerging authors that may have been overlooked

simple fact is that with the public and social nature

in the past can now be brought into print without

of play performances (as opposed to the private

committing to large print runs.”   

nature of illegal music downloads), the increase

Tip 8: Check out new software for musical

in availability of the text is counterbalanced by

and non-musical theatre formatting.

the increased ability to check websites for illegal
productions.
Every publishing representative interviewed

With the development of this new technology,
there are greater demands today on playwrights to
adhere to standard formatting guildelines.

for this story expressed the same sentiment: The

In the musical genre, software programs such

benefits of technology clearly outweigh the pitfalls.

as “Finale” (www.finalemusic.com) are helping to

Theatrical Rights Worldwide’s Hoare notes that

create accurate and clearly formatted music and

“e-mail marketing, online ordering, website flex-

script materials. “It (‘Finale’) has certainly changed

ibility and online transactions are only a few of these

our business,” says Music Theatre International’s

advantages.” MTI’s Lee adds that “technology has

Lee. “On a very basic level, it has given us cleaner

been enormously beneficial. Aside from the obvious

looking music – easier to read, easier to play.  Prac-

advantages of ‘Finale’ (and other music engraving

tically speaking, it allows us to input corrections at

software), the digital age has also allowed us better

will, when, in the past, errors would remain in the

file management, higher quality standards and faster

music for lifetimes.  It has also opened up a world

printing/manufacturing.”

of transpositions on demand – which is particularly

Sanders of Playscripts notes that “Playscripts

useful for school groups, where singers might not be

conducts approximately 85 percent of all business

able to reach all the required notes.  The benefits of

through our website. This means less time spent on

having ‘Finale’ are simply too many to enumerate.  

tasks such as processing orders, fielding phone calls,

Bottom line – yes, it has changed our business, and

or filling out forms. Also, new technology has given us

for the better.”

an endless platform to market the Playscripts brand,
our playwrights and our plays.”
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our level of output of new titles without committing to

Standardized formatting is not unique to the musical world. For those writing non-musical stage plays,

Online ordering, e-mail marketing, and website

a number of formatting programs and templates

flexibility are tremendous benefits from a sales

are available to make the process easier. One of the

standpoint for all writers, but especially for the

standards for many writers is “Final Draft,” which

less-established ones. The days of print marketing

works for screen and stage alike. Not looking to spend

meant finite space, which in turn meant smaller client

a lot of money? Free templates for Microsoft Word

rosters. “Advances in technology allow us to better

abound. The BBC offers a “Script Smart” template for

market our plays,” says Sanders, “and, in turn, our

writers at www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/scriptsmart.

playwrights.”

The Dramatists Guild also provides information on

In today’s economy, technology is not only open-

standard formatting in its annual resource directory,

ing new doors, but also keeping doors open. For

available from its website, www.dramatistsguild.

example, Samuel French is making increased use of

com/publications.aspx.

Tip 9: Use the Web to advance your writing

musical scripts. The royalty that most community

career.

theatres pay today to produce a writer’s work is very

With only the aforementioned Dramatists Sourcebook

close to the amount they would have paid in the mid-

in hand, you can navigate the Web and find a host

1960s! Adjusting for inflation, today’s royalty  should

of contests, theatres, festivals and agents – and

be well over six times the 1960s amount, but the figure

submit your play to them electronically via e-mail

simply has not moved as it has for musical royalties.

and website uploads. This year alone, using just the

One can only hope that an increase in writer royalties

Sourcebook and a laptop connected to the Web, I sent

will be the latest trend come 2010.

my new full-length play Chasing Ophelia to theatres

Tip 11: Use the greatest resource at your

around the world – including Shakespeare’s Globe

disposal: The Dramatists Guild.

and the Almeida in London, the Old Globe in San

Did you know that you do not have to have a

Diego, the Flea in New York, and Shakespeare &

produced play on your resume to be a member of the

Company in Massachusetts, as well as to nine festivals

Dramatists Guild? Many writers do not realize this,

and contests. I also submitted three 10-minute plays

but it’s true. For those without a major production,

electronically to various festivals, and one was

student and associate memberships are available. If

produced last month.
Looking for more online opportunities? Go to the
National New Play Network website, www.nnpn.

you have a first-class production under your belt,
then the active membership is for you. The benefits
are almost astounding.

org, to find the theatres involved in that organization

For starters, there is free business advice. “Our

and navigate to their submission possibilities. On this

members are free to call for contractual/ professional

homepage alone, you can link to 23 theatres and their

advice any time,” says Gary Garrison, executive

guidelines.

director for creative affairs of the Dramatists Guild.

Publishing houses themselves are also getting into

“The first time you call our business affairs office

the act online. In addition to preferring online writer

to discuss contracts, collaboration agreements, fair

submissions, Samuel French includes info on its

royalty fees, director abuses, etc., you’ve more than

website (www.samuelfrench.com) on various contests

paid for your membership. At $125 per quarter hour

and festivals it sponsors, including the Baker’s High

for such advice on the open market, this kind of advice

School Playwriting Contest (open to high school

is invaluable to some folks.”

playwrights across the globe), the Samuel French

The benefits do not end there. The Guild works to

Canadian Playwriting Contest and the Samuel French

protect each writer’s intellectual property, provides

Off Off Broadway Short Play Festival, held in New

health insurance through Fractured Atlas, has an

York City every summer.

invaluable member’s lounge on its comprehensive

Tip 10: Pray (or beg) for higher royalties.

website and publishes The Dramatist magazine.

Sadly, one area that has not “trended” upward

Perhaps most importantly, the Guild serves as a

in the last 40 years is playwright royalties for non-

place for writers to unite to defend the rights of
dramatists.
To find out more, visit the Dramatists Guild on the
Web at www.dramatistsguild.com.

This Script Really Speaks to You!

Tip 12: Keep Writing!

T

cannot change the essential nature and beauty of the

book reader that will be lightweight, about the size of a single page of play

group of live performers. Even though there are many

echnology may soon make the paper script obsolete, replaced by an electronic “reader” that can be used during rehearsal. Anchorage Press Play’s

Marilee Hebert Miller notes that “it won’t be long before we will see a digital
script (or smaller) that an actor can attach to a lanyard hanging around his/her
neck. The hardware/technology of that e-book reader will allow that digital play
script to be highlighted with yellow, notes scribed in the margin, and it can
even ‘speak’ a line to the actor to help him learn the script! The programming
technology already exists in various software programs. Making the hardware
[e-book reader] affordable is all that is causing delay.”
20

In the end, while technology can (and will)
continue to change the face of play publishing, it
play – the connection between an audience and a
entities vying for a theatregoer’s time and resources,
theatre will continue to be viable because it allows a
respite from the chaos that is the digital world. n
Doug Schutte is a playwright who also serves as executive
director of both the Kentucky Theatre Association and the
newly formed Bard’s Town Theatre in Louisville, KY.
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Tommy Trull Rediscovers Theatre – and Playwriting – in his 30s

I

n 2004, Tommy Trull found himself at a crossroads. After an early interest in theatre, he had detoured into
music – playing in bands and writing songs – for most of his 20s. When he turned 30, he took stock of where he
was and was not happy with what he saw. Within three months, he made four life-changing moves. He quit his

job as a clerk and investigator for a law firm. He quit his band. He separated amicably from his wife. And he returned
to school to complete his degree.
Five years later, Trull has no question that his decisions, while difficult, were right for him and that he has now found
his true calling – as a playwright. Since 2005, he has written three full-length plays, all of which have won awards.
Honeyboy was this year’s winner of SETC’s Charles M. Getchell Award and is being considered for production by
a major theatre company. Echoes of Mercy and 5 Til Now were both winners of the Mark Gilbert Award, given by
the Greensboro Playwrights’ Forum.
Trull honed his writing skills as a creative writing major at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
(UNCG). While there, he concentrated on poetry, with poems appearing in sidereality and The Lightning Bell
Poetry Journal. Currently working on an MFA in playwriting at Spalding University in Louisville, KY, Trull is a member of the Dramatists Guild,
Theatre Communications Group and SETC.
Like many playwrights, he works a variety of jobs to pay the bills while pursuing his dreams as a playwright. He’s a bartender at Bert’s Seafood
Grille, a restaurant in Greensboro, and he also types depositions for a court reporting firm. But theatre is at the heart of his life. In addition to writing,
he acts in local productions and teaches part-time. Divorced from his first wife, Trull is married to Mara Norris, a singer, actress and voice teacher. He
is the father of 10-year-old Skye, a daughter from his first marriage.
Steve Burch, chair of SETC’s Playwriting Committee and an associate professor of theatre history at the University of Alabama, talked with Trull
about his evolution as a playwright after the staged reading of Honeyboy at SETC’s March conference in Birmingham.
STEVE BURCH: Where did you grow up?

and girls. I went to school for a year or

gator, but always was in a band.

And how did you get into theatre?

two, starting out in theatre and then in the

BURCH: You eventually left the bands and

TOMMY TRULL: I was born in Maryland,

English program, but money was an issue

began writing plays instead of music. How did

but I grew up in Gastonia, NC, right outside

and I eventually left school. I played in a

that happen?

of Charlotte. I got involved in theatre when

lot of bands (guitar, piano, bass, accordion,

TRULL: My undergraduate degree is in

the junior high school drama teacher saw

banjo and drums), and I spent a lot of time

creative writing with a concentration in

me delivering a book report in character.

writing music as well. Through my 20s, I

poetry. And I had published a little. But

(I can’t remember the book. It might have

don’t think there was a time that I wasn’t in

I’ve also done a lot – a lot – of meandering

been Heidi.) And I fell in love with theatre.

a band. I worked restaurant jobs, worked at

in my life. When I hit 30, I suddenly found

From about 8th grade until my first semes-

law firms, in clerical jobs and as an investi-

myself with a very strong drive to write and

ter in college, theatre was about all I did. I
organized my life around it.
BURCH: But you didn’t stay in theatre. What
did you do before becoming a playwright?
TRULL: Right out of high school, I started
out in theatre at Belmont Abbey, a small
private college near Charlotte. When it
became apparent I was not going to be able
to afford another semester of private college
– my father had just died – I decided to go to
Greensboro. I knew of UNC Greensboro’s
theatre program from doing theatre in high
school. I promptly got distracted by music

Are You a Future Getchell Award Winner?
SETC’s Charles M. Getchell New Play Award recognizes worthy new scripts written by
individuals who live or go to school in the SETC region or by SETC members who live
in or outside the region. More information: www.setc.org/scholarship/newplay.php.

Do You Know a Talented High School Playwright?
The SETC Playwriting Committee has created a playwriting contest just for high school
students. The winner of the High School Play Contest receives a $250 prize and an
invitation to attend the SETC Convention. Submissions are accepted from October 1
to December 1. More information: www.setc.org/scholarship/hsnewplay.php.
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‘The first full-length play I finished managed to find a full production, which is simultaneously
the best and worst thing to happen to a novice playwright. It’s thrilling, but it’s also like
having your full-body CT-scan show up on the local news.’ - Tommy Trull
develop plays. I wish I could say it was a

my case, certainly what occupies the bulk

West Garland Award for Playwriting], who

conscious, meditated decision, but it wasn’t.

of my attention, if not my time, remains

had us start writing from an image. I started

I was just suddenly doing it. And luckily,

the research, writing and development of

with a woman tying down the items on

the important people in my life wanted

plays. In other words, no – playwriting

her porch with twine, combined it with an

to help me make that possible. So I read

isn’t brain surgery. But if you’re going to

idea about an interviewer seeking answers

every play I could get my hands on, read a

be a playwright, you should treat it like it

from the dead, threw in the name Honey-

trillion craft books, and wrote and wrote.

is brain surgery. I make money where I can.

boy, and ran with it. As far as the themes

The first full-length play I finished, Echoes

Some comes from awards or royalties, some

that eventually fuel the play, well – I think

of Mercy, managed to find a full production

comes from running weekly and monthly

you are always writing what is interesting

[3 rd Stage Theatre in Greensboro, NC],

playwriting and acting workshops for City

to you, whether it’s kitchen sink drama or

which is simultaneously the best and worst

Arts [an arts program run by the city of

Congolese sci-fi erotica.

thing to happen to a novice playwright. It’s

Greensboro]. In the spring I was a guest

BURCH: What kind of research did you need to

thrilling, but it’s also like having your full-

artist at a community college, Guilford

conduct in order to write the play? How many

body CT-scan show up on the local news.

Technical Community College (GTCC),

drafts and how long between the initial idea and

I’m in an MFA playwriting program now,

where I developed a new play with the

the reading of the script?

and that is a tremendously useful way to

acting students. I also transcribe legal de-

TRULL: Ongoing research. I looked at a lot

organize your time.

positions for a court reporting service. And

of photographs and read a great book called

BURCH: Do you write for other dramatic

I tend bar a few nights a week because it

The Great Depression: America in the 1930s by

forms (film, television, radio)? If yes, which do

allows me my mornings free. But each one

T.H. Watkins. Some of the information in

you prefer?

of these activities revolves around and/or

the play was culled from personal experi-

TRULL: I have written two short screen-

springs directly from my involvement with

ence, some just from my general reading

plays that were filmed, and I adapted one

playwriting.

habits over the years. I usually do a first

of my short plays [Outing the Badger, about

BURCH: What is your writing schedule?

draft from beginning to end that is simply

a comic superhero] for the screen, to be

TRULL: I get up at the same time every

exploratory, then I let it sit long enough to

filmed in the fall. I like writing for film,

day, have coffee, run, then come back and

forget about it. Then I do some analysis,

but then again I really just generally enjoy

write for four hours. On the weekends

then a second draft, then a polish, and then I

writing. I’m interested in everything. My

that my daughter is with me, I usually

take it through the reading process. I started

first full-length play, Echoes of Mercy, would

take the weekend off. But if she isn’t here,

writing Honeyboy in February 2008, and this

probably be a little happier as a movie, and

I follow my writing schedule seven days

reading was in March 2009.

I have toyed with the idea of adapting it.

a week.

BURCH: What’s next for Honeyboy? What’s

BURCH: Michael Weller advises that if as a

BURCH: What was the genesis for

your next project?

writer you want to do theatre, then you must

Honeyboy? The areas of magic, the Depres-

TRULL: There are a few projects in the

treat it as a hobby because you’ll not be able to

sion-era history, the media, right-wing paranoia

queue. The full-length play I wrote after

make a living from it (reminding me of Robert

and gangsters, fantasy mixed in with themes

Honeyboy is called 5 Til Now, and it won

Anderson’s famous line, “You can make a killing

of vengeance, love and redemption, are loaded

the 2009 Mark Gilbert Award and was

in the theatre but you can’t make a living.”). Do

with possibilities.

produced by 3rd Stage Theatre in May 2009.

you agree? Disagree?

TRULL: Honeyboy’s genesis was kind of

That play is a magic-tragic-realism piece (a

TRULL: I agree with Mr. Weller’s observa-

nebulous. I think it’s always that way. I keep

man loses everything in a hurricane, and

tion, but not his prescription. Yes, it’s very

a commonplace book as a sort of repository

thinks maybe a second one will bring it

hard to make a living writing plays, and

for ideas, and this play started as a sort of

all back.) I’m currently writing a series of

chances are that even if you are a spec-

collision of two or three different ideas. I

one-acts, and I recently developed a full-

tacularly brilliant writer, all your income

was taking a workshop class with a great

length piece with the students at GTCC,

will be made peripherally, whether it’s

playwright, Ed Simpson [a North Carolina-

a comedy about mirrors. As for Honeyboy,

through teaching or running workshops

based playwright whose play Additional

who knows? It’s being looked at by a couple

or what have you. But those things remain

Particulars won the 2000 Los Angeles Drama

of theatres, and I have my fingers tightly

peripheral – your main interest, and in

Critics Circle Award and the Backstage-

crossed. n
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HONEYBOY
b y To m m y Tr u l l
Scene 1

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
GORDY WALSH, 20s-30s
ADA ROWAN, 30s-40s
HONEYBOY ROWAN, teens
CHARLIE ROWAN, 40s
NANCY CONGROVE, 20s
J. EVAN CONGROVE, 50s-60s
TWO HIRED GUNS
The actors playing Charlie and Honeyboy can
double as the hired guns.

TIME AND PLACE:
The action centers on a dead farm in Richmond
during the Great Depression.

FOR PRODUCTION:
Tommy Trull
806 Woodbrook Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
Phone: (336) 337-3709
E-mail: tommy.trull@gmail.com
Copyright ©2009 by Tommy Trull

A farmhouse. The porch is cluttered, and everything has
been tied down with twine. ADA ROWAN, ball of twine in
one hand and a small knife in the other, searches for any
last loose and lightweight items. Sounds of laughter and
human barks come from inside the house.
LIGHTS UP as GORDY WALSH broaches the gate.
GORDY: Howdy. (ADA gives him the briefest of glances.)
Ada?
ADA: Might be.
GORDY: C’mon. All due respect, ma’am, I’d know that
face anywhere. Used to have a poster on my wall. Mind
if I stop a bit?
ADA: Lot of work to be done.
GORDY: (surveying the collection of tethered items) You
‘specting a storm, Miss Ada?
ADA: Earthquake.
GORDY: In Richmond? That’s unlikely. My, but it sure is
hot. I tell myself every summer I’m gonna move up north
where the summers are more tolerable, and dangit if I
ain’t still here when the next one rolls around. I feel in my
bones that there’s someplace where the weather is always
just right, though. But hell – you been everywhere. Does
such a place exist?
ADA: Why don’t you go ahead and whip it out?
GORDY: Ma’am?
ADA: Your reporter’s notebook. That’s it, bulging out of
your pocket, right?
GORDY: Miss Ada, we might have got off on –
ADA: Charlie’s only been gone six months. And in that
time I’ve had two – no, three hundred people at least
follow me from place to place, asking me the same twenty
questions. All of them written down in tiny little black
notebooks, just like yours. I told everybody just about
everything I’m willing to tell. So whatever story it is
you’re writing, for whatever newspaper, there’s already
too much written about “The Great Rasputin.” I didn’t
ask for any of this.
(GORDY sets his notebook down on the porch railing as
a peace offering.)
GORDY: I’m not after what’s already been written. I just
wanna talk to you a minute.
ADA: How’d you find me?
GORDY: I saw you. In that occult bookstore, in town.
ADA: What were you doing in a bookstore like that?
GORDY: What were you doing in a bookstore like that?
Charlie isn’t ... he isn’t here, is he?
ADA: How dare you.
GORDY: I’m just asking.
ADA: Charlie is gone. You people need to get it through
your heads. He’s dead, gone forever. He’s not somewhere
he can come back from.

GORDY: Folks say he’s hiding from –
ADA: Last thing in the world Charlie Rowan wanted was
to be out of the public eye!
GORDY: I – I’m sorry. I was just asking.
(A bark of laughter from inside, then a shriek, then the
rattling of chicken wire.)
GORDY: Good Lord, what was that?
ADA: That’s the earthquake. He only gets to go outside
once a week, and I have to tie things down so he don’t
get hurt.
GORDY: Oh. Is he –
ADA: (calling) Honeyboy, you just settle down now!
HONEYBOY: (off) I wanna come outside!
ADA: You’re gonna have to wait a minute. I’m just saying
goodbye to Mister –
GORDY: Walsh. Gordon M. Walsh, of “The Progressive
Farmer and Southern Ruralist,” circulation 630. But I’d
love for you to call me Gordy.
ADA: Gordy?
GORDY: Yes’m.
ADA: As in “Goodbye Gordy”?
GORDY: Just a word.
ADA: I got my boy to attend to.
GORDY: Let him come out, too! I’d sure love to talk to
him as well. Miss Ada, I’m a tremendous fan. The Great
Rasputin – Charlie – was the single greatest magician in
the history of ... history. No doubt in my mind at all. I
followed your act all through the South, and once as far
up as New Jersey. Charlie was ... a genius. Look, I practice
the craft, too –
ADA: Really.
GORDY: I’m not a vulture. I’m a kindred spirit.
(More rattling of chicken wire inside.)
ADA: (calling) Honeyboy! Come on, son.
(HONEYBOY, a large boy with large weights affixed to his
feet, thunders outside without even seeing GORDY and
heads out into the dirt to play.)
ADA: I appreciate you being a – “kindred spirit” and all.
But there’s no Charlie here. Just me and my boy struggling
to make do on a farm where nothing grows.
GORDY: Why’s he got weights on his feet?
ADA: Mr. Walsh!
GORDY: Yeah ... sorry. Some boy you got there.
(GORDY approaches the boy, fascinated.)
ADA: Maybe this is foreign to a reporter, but there is such
thing as a private life. I got rights. There’s already plenty of
books about him out there – I’ve heard Charlie described as
everything from a wizard to a hokum-flinger. People take
all kind of perspectives on who he was and who he wasn’t
– people that ain’t never even met him.
GORDY: He didn’t exactly give people much to go on.
Those interviews, if you can call them that... I read where
one time a man spent six hours trying to interview Charlie,
and Charlie’d only answer with his mind. (laughs) Or
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speaking in tongues. 15-year career and not a single normal
interview. Course folks are gonna speculate.
ADA: I’m tired of adding to the fire.
GORDY: (pause) You know there’s a campaign to lump
him in with the Reds.
ADA: What?
GORDY: I’ve heard things, here and there. Terrible time
to get linked to the Commies. Once they come after you,
you stay come after.
ADA: Over a stage name? That’s ridiculous.
GORDY: Then help me set the record straight! Talk to me,
Ada. Let me in. I wanna share Charlie with the world, the
way you knew him. And the way I knew him as well – as a
man in possession of real, honest-to-god magic. God, that
levitating trick of his – I’ve yet to meet anybody who can
explain it to me how he done it.
ADA: I ain’t the keeper of his act anymore.
GORDY: That’s not what I’m talking about. Look, can
you at least tell me how he died? (ADA burns him with
a look. GORDY begins to laugh uncomfortably.) I, uh, I
– look, I’m real sorry. I –
(HONEYBOY notices GORDY for the first time, and
imitates his laugh – but with a dead-eyed stare.)
GORDY: Hello, boy. (to ADA) How old’s he – 17?
ADA: He’s 12.
GORDY: Lord, he’s a healthy 12. Was his daddy a
giant?
ADA: No, his daddy was a normal man.
GORDY: And where is he?
ADA: He ain’t in the picture any more.
GORDY: Charlie? But Charlie is supposed to have, um,
disappeared without heirs. Were you and Charlie –?
ADA: People have a right to privacy, Mr. Walsh.
GORDY: And here I thought you were just his assistant.
I’m sorry.
ADA: There’s work to be done.
GORDY: Miss Ada, I can’t ... there’s something here. All
right? I don’t know what it is. What do you want to know
about me – references? Family history? Just let me in, and
I’ll give you anything.
ADA: We’re fine.
GORDY: Fine? Hiding away in Richmond, trying to
squeeze blood from a stone? You and Honeyboy here could
be living in the lap of luxury.
ADA: How’s that?
GORDY: I don’t know – we could write a book.
ADA: There’s enough books.
GORDY: A real book. The real Charlie. For everyone to
see. People will eat it up, lady, I promise you, you’re sitting
on a gold mine! Your boy could have the best teachers –
ADA: He’s fine.
GORDY: Fine? You got him tied up, just like all the junk
on the porch.
ADA: Goodbye, Mr. Walsh.
GORDY: I’ll be fair to Charlie. Honest-to-god I will. He was
my hero, and I wanna do nothing less than lionize him.
(HONEYBOY roars like a wild animal.)
GORDY: Yep, boy! Just like a lion! See, Ada? Honeyboy’s
got the right idea. Just let me ask you a question or two.
(GORDY reaches for his notebook on the railing, but it
is gone.)
GORDY: Where did I ... where’s my notebook?
(HONEYBOY stands and points to the roof. GORDY peers
up – there it is, high up on top of the roof.)
GORDY: Well, how’d it –
(HONEYBOY laughs and claps. GORDY surveys the tieddown objects on the porch, a new light in his eye.)
GORDY: Tell me Ada – you say his daddy was a normal
man. Just what kind of normal are we talking?
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 2

Scene 2

The office of a small country newspaper. GORDY slouches
in his chair, polishing a simple card trick. NANCY sits in
a chair nearby, fixated on him.
NANCY: Gordy. I’m still here.
GORDY: Sorry, baby. I forgot. What are we doing?
NANCY: It’s lunchtime, and I made you stew.
GORDY: Thank you.
NANCY: Aren’t you going to eat it?
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GORDY: Pick a card.
NANCY: What?
GORDY: Come on, Nancy. Just pick a card. Something
I’m working on.
NANCY: Fine. Queen of spades.
GORDY: Not out loud. Pick one from the deck here.
NANCY: Daddy will be back soon, Gordy. You’re in
enough hot water as it is.
GORDY: I got something that’ll change his tune.
NANCY: Really? Do I hear bells?
GORDY: No, you’re picking a card.
(She pulls a card from the deck.)
GORDY: Now think on it.
NANCY: I am.
GORDY: Think real hard. Put it up against your forehead.
Burn it into your brain.
NANCY: I said I was thinking on it. Now what?
GORDY: Well, hold on. Got to make this officiallooking.
(GORDY stands and begins to wave his arms
majestically.)
GORDY: (intoning) Hum-de-dee-ha-ha-hoooo ...Humde-dee-ba-ba-loooo ...
NANCY: What are you doing?
(His moves become sexualized.)
GORDY: Dum-de-dee-fa-fa-foooo ...
NANCY: Gordy, you stop it right now! We are not alone in
this office. There are eyes everywhere. Now are you gonna
eat your lunch or what?
GORDY: First I got to guess your card.
NANCY: Well, go on.
GORDY: I declare ... by the ghost of King Tut ... that the
card you drew ... was the six of diamonds.
NANCY: (it isn’t, but:) Good. Now can we have a proper
lunch, or what?
GORDY: Are you sure?
NANCY: Yes.
GORDY: Six of diamonds – really?
NANCY: I already said yes.
(She begins setting up his lunch for him.)
GORDY: Wow. I was just fooling around. Must have been
a lucky guess. Or maybe I got a touch of magic myself.
Six of diamonds.
NANCY: Maybe that deck of cards is speaking to you,
Gordy. Maybe it wants you to remember “diamonds.”
GORDY: Stew is good.
NANCY: Gordy.
GORDY: Yeah?
NANCY: How long?
GORDY: Things aren’t so bad like they are ... are they?
We’re both working. That’s saying something. You got
your mother’s old job, your daddy’s the boss – everything
is rock solid. And I’m here. We have good times. I just gotta
get back in his good graces, and I’m telling you Nancy,
I’ve got an idea –
NANCY: We weren’t supposed to stay with Daddy.
Remember? You were supposed to save me from this life,
not join me in it.
GORDY: Just give me a month.
NANCY: What for?
(A door opens, ringing a bell. Whistling can be heard.)
NANCY: Why can’t we just go away now? I’ve got enough
saved that we could elope, and have a proper honeymoon
in New York City. Just like we talked about. How does
that sound?
GORDY: Sounds ...
(J. EVAN CONGROVE enters. He is mid-50s, a round son
of entitlement.)
J. EVAN: Another day and no rain. This city’s gonna turn
to powder, you watch. Hello, Nancy.
(He kisses her on the head.)
J. EVAN: Walsh, after lunch, you come meet me in my
office.
NANCY: The electrician’s in there.
J. EVAN: Still? How long’s it take to reroute a man’s
power? (calling out) I pay by the task, not by the hour.
Just you keep that in mind. (to GORDY) We’ll talk right
here, then.
NANCY: Do you want me to leave?
J. EVAN: I don’t see why it matters. Walsh, you left at
2:15 yesterday afternoon. Why’s that?

GORDY: Research.
J. EVAN: On what?
GORDY: Just following a hunch. I overheard some people
saying that this economic mess we’re in had been predicted
beforehand.
J. EVAN: By?
GORDY: Um, Nostradamus.
J. EVAN: Ah.
(J. EVAN begins to walk away.)
GORDY: I figured that if he could foresee the troubles
maybe he could foresee an end to them as well. There’s a
really fantastic bookstore in the city that –
J. EVAN: The one run by those two pinkos from California.
Go on. What remedy did you find in that store – a pamphlet
for socialism?
GORDY: See, that’s the thing. I never found out because
I got distracted.
J. EVAN: Distracted from a distraction that was itself
meaningless. I see. Walsh, I believe the time has come
to set you free.
NANCY: Daddy –
J. EVAN: What distracted you, I wonder? A passing
butterfly? Perhaps a parade. Or maybe a bar filled with
lazy noncommitants just like you, pining away for a good
job so they could organize against it!
GORDY: I saw Charlie Rowan’s widow.
J. EVAN: What?
GORDY: At that bookstore.
J. EVAN: Here in Richmond? Did you talk to her?
GORDY: I followed her home.
NANCY: You followed a woman home?
J. EVAN: (overlapping her) Home! (laughs) The chickens
have come home to roost. Charlie was there, wasn’t he?
You saw him.
GORDY: She swears he’s dead.
J. EVAN: I’m sure he is. I’m sure he is. All right, Walsh,
you’re gonna take me there.
GORDY: See, that’s the thing ...
J. EVAN: What do you want?
GORDY: The situation is very, uh, tentative. There’s a
boy involved –
J. EVAN: Boy?
GORDY: And it’s like pulling teeth to get her to talk about
anything at all ... I want you to give me a month sabbatical.
To work on her. And maybe a little money up front. What
they call it – a per diem.
NANCY: That’s your month, Gordy?
J. EVAN: Go sit down, Nancy.
NANCY: To go be with another woman?
J. EVAN: Go sit down, Nancy!
(NANCY shrinks, and takes a seat nearby, retreating to a
happier place.)
J. EVAN: You may have redefined your usefulness. So
how much information were you able to get out of this
woman –
GORDY: Ada.
J. EVAN: I remember. She show you anything of Charlie’s?
Diaries, anything like that?
GORDY: She’s guarded.
J. EVAN: And why you think that is? What kind of person
needs to be guarded? Tell you this, Walsh, I conduct my
life the same way I conduct business. No secrets. What
you see is what you get. But these people, these ... “show
people,” for lack of a better word ... that’s all they are.
Show-people. They’re showing you one thing, and doing
another thing entirely.
GORDY: Sleight of hand.
J. EVAN: That’s right. I forget that you got a little bit of
that to you as well. Walsh, I met Charlie Rowan. I ever
tell you that?
GORDY: No.
J. EVAN: Saw his act in a bar. He was a braggart and a
drunk. And a bad magician. See, I saw right through his
sleight of hand. And if I was a betting man, I would bet the
life of my own child that that little huckster is still floating
around here someplace. And his little floozy knows it.
GORDY: She seemed ...
J. EVAN: What?
GORDY: I don’t know. Alone. Overwhelmed.
J. EVAN: Seemed, Gordy.
GORDY: And that boy.

		
J. EVAN: Well, maybe we can find a way to help her out.
Excuse me, Walsh. I gotta make a telephone call. One
of these yokels brought out some moonshine. “White
Lightning.” Have Nancy pour you a glass.
(J. EVAN moves to a telephone.)
NANCY: Gordy, are you gonna ... ?
GORDY: There’s something on that farm. It’s just got a
– it’s tugging at me. I don’t know.
NANCY: That’s what you said about this newspaper. What
about me, Gordy? Can’t I be your next project?
GORDY: How about some “White Lightning,” then?
NANCY: Okay.
GORDY: That’s my girl.
(NANCY pours him a drink. It’s awful. J. EVAN returns.)
J. EVAN: Walsh, pound it down. You get your sabbatical.
But first you and I are gonna have a private conversation
about how this next month is gonna work for you.
GORDY: I’ve got some ideas –
J. EVAN: This is a very delicate matter, understand? It
must be handled with a level of grace and care I have yet
to see from you. But I can believe in you, if I’m forced to.
Does this Ada woman know you’re a reporter?
GORDY: Yes.
J. EVAN: She know who you work for?
GORDY: I told her the name of the paper.
J. EVAN: And?
GORDY: She’d never heard of it.
J. EVAN: (miffed) Pound the drink, Walsh, we have things
to do. Nancy, I want you to run the office until I get back.
And schedule me a train for Washington.
NANCY: What about the electrician?
J. EVAN: Find out what he’s asking, then pay him half.
Well, come on, Walsh!
(They exit, leaving a crestfallen NANCY behind. LIGHTS
DOWN.)
SCENE 3

Scene 3

The farmhouse. Late in the afternoon. ADA is moving new
chicken wire from the porch inside. When she returns for
a second roll, GORDY waits at the gate, grinning. She
returns to work.
GORDY: You know, my hands are good. I grew up on a
farm myself, couple states over. And my mind is sharp. I
know how much work there is to be done, and I know how
bad you need me. I wish you’d use me.
ADA: We’re managing fine.
GORDY: Are you?
ADA: Sure.
GORDY: Because maybe things have changed, but I seem
to remember that chicken wire usually goes on the outside
of the house. And there’s usually chickens involved.
ADA: Well, aren’t you bright.
GORDY: I am. So what exactly is it that you’re trying to
grow out here?
ADA: Beans.
GORDY: Magic beans?
ADA: Snap beans.
GORDY: You thought about my offer?
ADA: Not once.
GORDY: You know, the first time I saw The Great
Rasputin’s act, he was standing in the middle of a tobacco
field, nothing around him except you, and I watched him
lift himself up in the air about twelve feet, twist his body
around, and then gently glide back to the ground.
ADA: Belmont, 1926.
GORDY: That’s exactly right. And you know, I went right
up to Charlie –
ADA: We made a killing that day.
GORDY: And I shook his hand. No wires, no special
harnesses – nothing like it. Just a man, standing out in a
field, surrounded by hicks. Now, you want to tell me my
eyes were lying?
ADA: I don’t want to tell you nothing particularly.
GORDY: You’re having fun with me. I’ve seen a lot of
magicians in my day, Miss Ada. Lot of tricks. Burning a
card, making coins disappear, even sawing a lady in half
– I know how it all works.
ADA: Do you?
GORDY: I told you, I’m a man of the trade myself.
ADA: Then you know somebody is showing you one
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thing and telling you another. You know there’s a sleight
of hand.
GORDY: But not on that field.
ADA: Okay.
GORDY: I just want you to help me understand. I have a
– the public at large has a powerful need for this.
ADA: (scoffs) Nobody needs magic.
GORDY: Hope. The people need hope. That something
else is going on that ain’t apparent. That money can grow
on trees, and that fish and bread can multiply like magic.
The only thing I write about at that goddamn paper is
farms foreclosing, land getting snatched up, more and more
people having to pack up and leave to find new work where
there isn’t any. You’re just being selfish, that’s what.
ADA: Selfish?
GORDY: Just a crumb of your experience could help so
many people get through the day –
ADA: There isn’t a whole lot of hope to be had. In my
experience.
GORDY: (softening) It ain’t you. I’m – I’m sorry. I’m
awful sorry. Sometimes I get a fire lit under me, and once
it starts burning, my head gets all filled up with smoke.
Can you forgive me?
ADA: It’s all right. (pause) We all get overtaken.
(She opens the gate for him.)
GORDY: Thank you. Now, put me to work. What can I
help you with?
ADA: It’s all done.
GORDY: Well, how about some company? It’s gonna be a
beautiful night. (looking up) And it’s still there.
ADA: What’s that?
GORDY: My notebook.
ADA: I’m sorry. I ain’t thought of it. I’ll fetch it for you
in the morning.
GORDY: I can’t let you do that, Miss Ada. You could
fall and hurt yourself. (pause) Why don’t you have your
boy do it?
ADA: He can’t go up there.
GORDY: Don’t look like he needs to.
ADA: (pause) Mr. Walsh, whatever notion you got in your
head about my boy, I want you to knock it out. I was clear
with you yesterday – Honeyboy threw your notebook up on
the roof with his hands, not with – with any sort of mystic
powers! You understand?
GORDY: I understand.
ADA: He’s a normal boy.
GORDY: It was just a suggestion. Forget I said anything at
all. (pause) So he only comes out once a week, does he?
ADA: That’s about all I can handle.
GORDY: A growing boy needs sun and fresh air, not
farmhouse walls and chicken wire. Let him come out.
ADA: It ain’t safe.
GORDY: He’ll be fine.
ADA: I mean it ain’t safe for you. Look, Mr. Walsh –
GORDY: Gordy, please. We’re friends now, aren’t we?
ADA: Mr. Walsh. I appreciate this visit. I ... honestly do.
Lord knows it’s nice to have a conversation with someone
with the brain capacity of more than a four-year-old, and
you fit that bill. Mostly. But Honeyboy demands my full
attention –
(HONEYBOY can be heard squawking inside at the mention
of his name.)
ADA: And he doesn’t need nobody riling him up.
GORDY: Awful shame, Miss Ada. (calling inside)
Honeyboy?
ADA: You shut your mouth.
GORDY: Honeyboy, you awake in there?
HONEYBOY: I wanna come outside!
GORDY: Just let me get the boy’s opinion on matters.
ADA: The boy doesn’t have opinions!
(Rattling of chicken wire inside.)
GORDY: Give your boy some credit.
ADA: Look, I’m telling you – you wanna write your
book, go on and do it. Lord knows I can’t stop you. But
Honeyboy doesn’t need to be a part of any of that. I been
through the spotlight. He can’t handle it. I’m begging you
– leave us out of it.
GORDY: Charlie kept papers, didn’t he?
ADA: Yes, some. I donated them to the library when
he died.
GORDY: But see, I heard there was something else.

(HONEYBOY appears at the door, dragging the heavy
weights.)
ADA: Honeyboy – how’d you get out?
GORDY: Can’t hide everything away, Ada.
HONEYBOY: Hey. Hey Mama.
ADA: Hey.
(She kisses his head.)
GORDY: Remember me, Honeyboy? From yesterday?
Sure is a nice night coming on. I was just out here talking
to your Mama about how nice it is out here. Whyn’t you
come catch fireflies with us?
(HONEYBOY nuzzles next to his mother.)
GORDY: Look at me for a second, can’t you? I don’t
bite.
ADA: He don’t look.
GORDY: Why’s that?
ADA: You come back tomorrow, I promise I’ll give you
your notebook. I got to get him back inside.
GORDY: How about Charlie’s papers?
ADA: I don’t know what you’re talking about.
GORDY: I’ll bet you do.
HONEYBOY: (too loud) Abrahadabra!
ADA: Ssh, Honeyboy. You scream to wake the dead.
GORDY: Abrahadabra?
(HONEYBOY looks up and sees GORDY.)
GORDY: Hey, boy. Remember old Gordy?
HONEYBOY: Gordy.
GORDY: That’s right. Uncle Gordy. Boy, you got the
strangest, most beautiful eyes. They tear right through
your soul, don’t they?
ADA: He don’t usually look.
GORDY: Just let me spend a minute or two with him.
Okay? You can sit right here with us the whole time.
ADA: Why?
GORDY: He’s a part of Charlie. I wanna get to know him,
find out what makes him tick.
HONEYBOY: Trick.
GORDY: No, tick. Oh – you wanna see a trick?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
(GORDY pulls out his deck of cards.)
GORDY: All right, look at this top card. Burn it into your
head. Can you do that?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
GORDY: What is it?
HONEYBOY: Two of hearts.
GORDY: All right. Now think hard on the card. Hard as
you can. Now I want you to put it – you thinking of it?
Put it anywhere in the deck you want to. There you go.
What’s the card?
HONEYBOY: Two of hearts.
GORDY: Now watch this: (GORDY flicks the top of the
deck and successfully “burns” the card to the top.) That
your card?
HONEYBOY: (clapping and laughing) Again!
GORDY: Well, now – I was hoping you could show me
a card trick.
ADA: He doesn’t know any.
GORDY: Here’s the deck.
(HONEYBOY takes the deck and does a childish, nonsensical
pantomime of the trick GORDY has just done.)
HONEYBOY: Take your card ... two of hearts ... put it
back ... (HONEYBOY waves the deck theatrically in front of
GORDY – then throws them into the yard.) Good trick!
GORDY: (deflated) Yes, good trick, boy.
HONEYBOY: Again!
(He runs, dragging his weighted feet, into the yard.)
GORDY: Why weight his feet like that?
ADA: It buys me time.
GORDY: There’s got to be a better way.
ADA: I’m not soliciting advice on how to manage my
boy.
HONEYBOY: Again. (HONEYBOY has gathered the
cards together in the deck.) Think of a card.
GORDY: Any card?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh. Close your eyes. Now open them.
(HONEYBOY waves the deck of cards in front of GORDY’s
nose, then with a broad gesture claps his hands together.
When he pulls them apart, the deck has vanished into
thin air.)
GORDY: (quietly) That’s a good trick.
HONEYBOY: Good trick.
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GORDY: Where are they?
HONEYBOY: Gone.
GORDY: Gone, huh? Can you bring them back?
ADA: Honeyboy. Go inside.
(It suddenly rains cards from the sky. HONEYBOY claps
and laughs.)
ADA: That’s enough, Honeyboy! You go back inside.
GORDY: They fell from the sky! How’d he do that?
ADA: It’s just a sleight of hand. Don’t think too much
about it.
GORDY: What – St. Peter’s up in the clouds with a deck of
cards, just waiting for a wink from Honeyboy? Surely!
ADA: Explanations ... are ...
GORDY: Honeyboy. You see that notebook up there, on
the roof? The one you put up there? I want you to get it
down for me. No, I don’t want you to climb up there. Get
them down from right here, where you’re standing. Can
you do that?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
GORDY: All right.
(HONEYBOY clasps his hands together and strains.
GORDY stares intently at him. Silence. Suddenly
HONEYBOY breaks wind, which causes him to laugh
hysterically.)
GORDY: Did he just ...?
ADA: Let’s go, Honeyboy. We’ll get you cleaned up for
bed. Good night, Mr. Walsh.
GORDY: Wait.
ADA: No.
GORDY: Please.
ADA: Look, we don’t have anything here that you want.
GORDY: You’re exactly what I want!
ADA: What?
GORDY: This – all this. You have exactly what I want.
Look – I’m telling you. I will do anything. Help out around
the farm. Till. Plant beans. I don’t care.
HONEYBOY: Trick on Gordy.
GORDY: Honeyboy, don’t you want me to stay?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
GORDY: There.
ADA: Look –
GORDY: Look what? You got help. You got a devoted
disciple. You got somebody –
ADA: What I ain’t got is patience, now –
GORDY: This is ridiculous. Uh-uh. No ma’am. I am
not leaving.
ADA: Where are you going?
(GORDY heads toward the trellis and begins to climb.)
GORDY: Secret papers ... floating notebooks ... chicken
wire ... who knows what else ... I’m not coming down off
of this roof until you come to your senses.
ADA: I don’t need this.
GORDY: You do. You need me, and I need you.
ADA: The Almanac calls for rain this evening.
GORDY: Yeah? Only thing raining around these parts
is cards. (He is now on the roof.) I never wanted to be a
reporter. Okay? You got me. I care as much about “The
Progressive Farmer and Southern Ruralist” as I do about a
new Sunday dress, or, or – I don’t know – well construction.
But your world ... I been on the outside looking in for too
long. I’m just asking for a little of your time. That’s all.
ADA: You’re being ridiculous.
GORDY: I know Charlie had papers, Ada. I just want a
look at them.
ADA: Any papers Charlie left behind ain’t gonna do
you any good. Go home. You must have some kind of
life out there.
GORDY: Not particularly.
ADA: I got nothing for you, Gordy.
GORDY: Well, then ... I guess you got a new boarder
on your roof.
(He opens his notebook and starts to write.)
ADA: Come along, Honeyboy.
HONEYBOY: Night-night Gordy.
ADA: Ssh.
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 4

Scene 4

Much later. GORDY snores on the roof. Crickets. LIGHTS
UP as ADA emerges from the house, carrying a small lock-
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box. She sits in a rocking chair and opens it, pulling out a
sheaf of papers. She finds a single document.
ADA: Oh, Charlie ...
(In another space and time, CHARLIE ROWAN becomes
visible, in tails, with an unseen companion. CHARLIE is
drunk. He pulls out a deck of cards.)
CHARLIE: I call this one “raising the dead.” I’ll thumb
through this deck, eyes closed, unseeing and all-knowing,
and you just say stop when you see a card that strikes
your fancy. Here? All right. I want you to take this card
and destroy it. How? I don’t care how. Set it on fire. Eat
it, if you want to. (pause) So, Mr. Congrove ... get ready.
I’m about to summon your card from beyond the grave.
(He toasts, then drinks. Then from his sleeve …) Tell me,
friend ... was this your card?
(CHARLIE disappears into memory. ADA sighs.)
ADA: Oh, Charlie.
(ADA casts an upward glance at GORDY, then folds the
document into sixteenths before hiding it on her body.)
HONEYBOY: Mama?
ADA: I’m coming, boy.
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 5

Scene 5

Early the next morning. GORDY is discovered sleeping on a
small pallet in the yard. LIGHTS UP as ADA emerges from
the house with a small tray of coffee and breakfast.
ADA: Gordy.
GORDY: (startled) I’m falling!
ADA: You’re on the ground.
GORDY: So I am. (more awake) The boy! He brought
me down, didn’t he?
ADA: No, I did. The old fashioned way.
GORDY: Hope I wasn’t too heavy.
ADA: There’s coffee. And I made you some toast and
eggs.
GORDY: Thank you. (He begins to eat.) Where’s
Honeyboy?
ADA: He’s inside sleeping. Listen ...
GORDY: Yeah?
ADA: I am not a particularly religious woman. My family’s
always been happier in the woods than in the church.
GORDY: Awful early in the morning for a theological
discussion.
ADA: What I’m saying is, I wasn’t brought up with
any reason to believe. You follow? But hard times does
something to a person. Last week I sat at the edge of my
bed and prayed. Prayed to what, I ain’t entirely sure. But
I prayed for help. Deliverance.
GORDY: From what?
ADA: He’s growing out of my control. I know this ain’t no
life for him. It ain’t no life for nobody. But I don’t know
what to do. So.
(She moves to the porch and picks up the lock-box, which
she brings to GORDY.)
GORDY: Is that –
ADA: These are Charlie’s private papers.
GORDY: The papers?
ADA: Every single one of them. (GORDY reaches
for them.) But wait. Tell me about your attachments.
Obligations, I guess.
GORDY: What kind of obligations?
ADA: Any.
GORDY: My Daddy said no man should walk in another’s
shadow, and I believe it.
ADA: You got family somewhere?
GORDY: Somewhere.
ADA: They know where you are?
GORDY: Don’t let me give you the wrong impression,
Ada. I love my folks, and they love me too. But I been
different my whole life. “Stars in my head” is what my
mama calls it. I know the value of wandering, letting the
world teach me the lessons it has to teach me.
ADA: Honeyboy’s Daddy was the same way.
GORDY: Really?
ADA: Don’t look too pleased. If Charlie’d let the world
teach him how to be satisfied, he’d be here today.
GORDY: What happened to him, Ada?
ADA: It don’t matter, it’s done. (pause) This is probably
another mistake.

GORDY: Ada – look. I’m here because I care about you
and about the boy.
ADA: You just met us.
GORDY: But I know when there’s something special in
front of me. I spent most of my life outside, looking in,
happy to do so. This is the first time in my life that I’ve
ever – that I’ve ever needed to be a part of something so
bad that I’d be willing to give up everything I have. My
job, my – everything.
ADA: That drifting instinct is strong.
GORDY: C’mon, Ada. If you’re gonna make me beg,
I will.
(GORDY gets down on his knees.)
ADA: I don’t wanna lead you wrong, Gordy. This box
ain’t the solution to anything. Go through it, do what you
will with it. But in return, you’re gonna help me take care
of things.
GORDY: I’m good with my hands.
ADA: I’m talking about my boy.
GORDY: Of course. His gift is like nothing I’ve ever
seen.
ADA: Not the “gift,” Gordy. You hear me?
GORDY: I hear you.
ADA: Nothing more about the gift. I want you to develop
him into a ... into a boy. A normal boy.
GORDY: Of course. Who wouldn’t want that? I’m serious,
Ada. You take me on, I’ll have the boy serving dinner before
the month’s up. I promise.
(ADA looks him over. She hands him the box.)
ADA: All right.
GORDY: All right. Shake on it?
(ADA shakes his hand.)
GORDY: Ooh ... feel a little tingle there. Sparks?
ADA: It’s dry. (They share a moment.) You finish your
breakfast. I’m gonna go wake the boy.
GORDY: Sure, Miss Ada. Thank you.
ADA: Don’t let me down. Okay?
(She walks toward the house. GORDY smiles dumbly,
shoveling eggs into his mouth. ADA stops on the porch and
looks over him. She almost speaks, but thinks better of it.
ADA exits into the house. LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 6

Scene 6

A few days later. The house has been opened up. GORDY is
discovered poring over the lock-box papers. HONEYBOY
is outside, watched over by ADA. LIGHTS UP as ADA
approaches GORDY.
ADA: Hey.
GORDY: This is a mess. Diary entries ... strange
illustrations ... Egyptian mythology ... none of this makes a
damn lick of sense. Charlie must have been a great man.
ADA: (amused) Day’s getting late.
GORDY: (pointing to a sheet of paper) What are these
things? These things here?
ADA: What?
GORDY: This. Looks like a bunch of ping-pong balls
connected by toothpicks.
ADA: They’re diagrams. Honeyboy wants you to come
outside.
GORDY: Again? (on her look) I’ll be right out. Swear to
God. Right after you explain the ping-pong balls.
ADA: They aren’t ping-pong balls, they’re called sefirots.
“The Tree of Life.” Something Charlie was messing with
right at the – when we were in England.
GORDY: When was that?
ADA: Six months ago.
GORDY: Charlie never came back? (ADA shakes her
head.) So tell me about this “Tree of Life” then.
ADA: It’s a bunch of hooey Charlie picked up from his
brotherhood over there.
GORDY: Brotherhood?
ADA: Bunch of crackpots. Here, stand up. I’ll show you
how it’s supposed to work.
GORDY: All right.
ADA: Hold out your arms.
GORDY: Like here?
ADA: Each one of these sefirots – each ping-pong ball
– is supposed to represent a sphere of energy. And the
lines connecting them are pathways that the energy moves
through.

		
(She demonstrates by moving her hand over his body.)
GORDY: I see.
ADA: The energy moves through the head ... which is
Jechidah, right here ... but then it gets too much for the head,
so it spills over and goes through the rest of the spheres ...
through the arms ... down through the center of the body
... where it collects in the heart ...
(She is too close to him. She loses concentration.)
GORDY: And?
ADA: It’s ... it doesn’t mean anything.
GORDY: You sure? Maybe Charlie understood it.
ADA: (pause) I think it’s probably time to put these away
and focus attention on the boy.
GORDY: What’s wrong?
ADA: Nothing. But like I said, it’s getting late.
(They walk outside to HONEYBOY, who is finishing
painting a large flower pot.)
GORDY: All right, boy, show me what you done.
HONEYBOY: Look.
(HONEYBOY puts the flower pot down. He has painted the
word “Honeyboy” on it in uneven letters.)
GORDY: You got it exactly right, boy. Just like I showed
you. H-o-n-e-y-b-o-y. Now what’s that say?
HONEYBOY: Honeyboy.
GORDY: Honeyboy, that’s right! Clap for the boy, Ada.
(They clap. HONEYBOY brims with glee.)
GORDY: That is your name. And since your name is on
this flower pot, that means this is your flower pot. It’s goin’
be your responsibility to take care of it. Can you do that?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
GORDY: Now maybe I think we can find a little something
to put in it. I mean, it ain’t a flower pot unless you put
flowers in it.
ADA: Nothing grows here, Gordy.
GORDY: I don’t see why not. Got soil. Got water. Got
bright blue sky and sunshine. All we need now is seeds.
ADA: I’ll be back. (ADA goes to a cabinet and
searches.)
GORDY: How’d you like to have a plant all of your own
to take care of?
HONEYBOY: Okay.
GORDY: Honeyboy’s plant.
HONEYBOY: Honeyboy’s plant.
GORDY: We just gotta learn how to give it the right
attention. (GORDY smiles at the boy, then tousles his hair.)
I’ll tell you a story. You ever hunt crawdaddies, boy?
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: Ever seen one?
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: Well, they look like tiny little lobsters, and a
lobster is just about the most delicious thing you could eat.
My buddy John and I used to go hunting crawdaddies when
we were – oh, I reckon about your age. We figured if we
brought one home and kept it long enough, fed it the right
kind of things, the crawdaddy would grow so big it’d be
like having us a lobster dinner. Sounds good, right?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh.
GORDY: So that’s just what we did. We caught one in the
creek, and brought it home to my house and put it in the
birdbath all by itself. About every hour or so, we’d sneak
out to check on it and feed it.
ADA: (returning) What’d you feed it?
GORDY: Saltpork.
ADA: Saltpork?
GORDY: So that night after everybody was in bed, I
snuck outside to check on him. And guess what I found
in that birdbath?
HONEYBOY: A lobster!
GORDY: Not a damn thing at all. Just a couple chunks of
saltpork and nothing else. But listen here – about a month
later I was climbing a tree out in the backyard and found
a bird’s nest. And laying there on its belly in the birds nest
was a dried out old crawdaddy shell. Can you beat that?
HONEYBOY: The crawdaddy flew?
GORDY: No, boy. Crawdaddies can’t fly. A bird come
and got it, is my guess. (ADA hands him a small seed
packet.)
GORDY: Thank you. It’s a matter, Honeyboy, of giving
things the kind of attention they need. A flower’s gonna
need water, sun, soil, and love. You give it the wrong
attention, it’ll end up like that old crawdaddy in the tree.
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(GORDY finds ADA looking at him.) Wild rose hips. That’s
a good choice, Miss Ada. Why you keep these for?
ADA: They make a powerful tea.
GORDY: See, I didn’t know that. Come on, Honeyboy.
What say you and I put this flowerpot to good use.
HONEYBOY: Can I have them seeds?
GORDY: Let me hold on to them until it’s time.
HONEYBOY: They’re mine.
GORDY: And they’ll be right here for you when it’s time.
Right in my pocket, see? All right. First thing I want you to
do is go and find us some good, black soil. You know what
I’m talking about? Darkest stuff you can find. And smell
it, too – the stinkier, the better. Honeyboy?
HONEYBOY: Stinkier.
GORDY: And only fill it up to here. Right where the H is
in your name. You got it?
HONEYBOY: Yuh-huh. (HONEYBOY trudges off happily,
dragging his weights.)
ADA: You gonna let him go off by himself?
GORDY: I am. (pause) He’ll be fine. (GORDY hops up
on the porch and pulls a bit of screen out of the window.)
You don’t mind, do you? This’ll keep the critters out of the
rose pot. So tell me something – what was it like, traveling
around the world with Charlie?
ADA: I didn’t mind it.
GORDY: Didn’t mind it? I would have killed for that
opportunity. Seeing the world, the adulation of crowds,
having other famous people know your name ...
ADA: I liked some of the sights.
GORDY: Like?
ADA: The Grand Canyon. Charlie and I spent a long
summer there, planning a big event. He was gonna walk
on air from one side of it to the other.
GORDY: I never heard about this.
ADA: We never did it. Trust is a big issue, you know, in
these kinds of things. Trust and faith. I lost faith in him,
and he stopped trusting me. (pause) Let’s watch our stories.
I don’t like being manipulated.
GORDY: It was just a story.
(HONEYBOY returns with an overflowing flowerpot.)
GORDY: Well, boy. Looks like you hit the jackpot.
HONEYBOY: I wanna put the seeds in and grow roses.
GORDY: I know. Bring it on over here.
HONEYBOY: I wanna put the seeds in and grow roses!
GORDY: We’re going to.
HONEYBOY: I want to.
GORDY: And I’m gonna let you. Just bring it over here.
Now, we got too much dirt. Can you get rid of some of
it?
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: Just down to the H.
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: You’re gonna crush the roses. If the hips get
crushed, the roses won’t grow. Now, are you gonna
dump it?
ADA: (pause) I’ll do it.
GORDY: Let the boy do it.
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: Well then, I ain’t giving you the seeds.
(HONEYBOY grins at GORDY, then pulls the seed envelope
out of his own pocket. GORDY feels around in his own
pocket – the envelope is gone.)
GORDY: That isn’t fair.
(HONEYBOY, staring GORDY down, begins to put the
seeds one by one into the pot.)
GORDY: You’re gonna kill ‘em. Hand it over.
HONEYBOY: No.
GORDY: You better.
HONEYBOY: No!
ADA: Just give Uncle Gordy the seeds.
HONEYBOY: No.
(GORDY rushes over to him and takes the seeds from
him before HONEYBOY can react, and hands them over
to ADA.)
GORDY: There. Now your mama’s got ‘em, and you won’t
get them back. Satisfied?
(HONEYBOY closes eyes and strains, concentrating very
hard. A low rumble is heard.)
GORDY: Hey. (pause) What’s he doing?
ADA: I don’t know.
(The rumble silences.)

HONEYBOY: Look.
ADA: What?
HONEYBOY: Here.
ADA: Where, boy?
(A shift in the light over a small area. CHARLIE is there,
stone-faced and pale.)
GORDY: It can’t be.
ADA: What have you done, boy?
HONEYBOY: Done good.
GORDY: Sweet Jesus.
ADA: Make him go away.
GORDY: Away? It’s Charlie, for chrissakes!
ADA: Charlie’s dead, Gordy. That’s just a trick of the
light.
HONEYBOY: Done good.
ADA: Good. Yes, Honeyboy. Now put him away. Okay?
HONEYBOY: (sulks) Okay.
GORDY: Now, now – just wait.
ADA: Gordy, you stay out of it. (to HONEYBOY) Come
to Mama.
GORDY: What’s it made of?
ADA: The wind, Gordy! (to HONEYBOY) You listen
to Mama. Put it away and come get some loving from
Mama.
GORDY: I have to touch it.
ADA: Gordy, stop!
(GORDY approaches CHARLIE, who suddenly pulls
from his coat a large knife. GORDY rushes toward him,
but CHARLIE plunges the knife toward his own chest as
the lights suddenly go out on him. When the lights return,
CHARLIE is gone. HONEYBOY claps and giggles. Silence.
ADA approaches HONEYBOY and slaps him hard.)
ADA: You get inside.
(HONEYBOY races into the house, fast as the weights will
allow. A moment.)
GORDY: What did I just see?
ADA: You shouldn’t have come back here, Gordy. You
shoulda run.
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 7

Scene 7

Evening. GORDY is studying Charlie’s papers. LIGHTS
UP as ADA emerges from the house. They acknowledge
each other. GORDY smiles.
GORDY: Is he strapped in?
ADA: Yes. Finally.
GORDY: I would have helped you.
ADA: I don’t think that’s the best idea. You getting too
near him for a little while.
GORDY: Whatever I did wrong, I’m sorry –
ADA: It wasn’t you, it was ...
GORDY: Well, tomorrow.
ADA: (pause) Are you a good writer, Gordy?
GORDY: I’m ... no.
ADA: You ever written a book?
GORDY: Just articles for the paper. 50, 100 words here
and there.
ADA: Why you wanna write about Charlie?
GORDY: (pause) I want magic, Ada. With a capital M. I’m
sure that sounds dumb. The book would be for me as much
as anybody else. And if it means I got to sift through pingpong diagrams or learn Egyptian or Hebrew or whatever,
I’ll do it. I figure if I can just make an instructional manual
for myself ...
ADA: Charlie Rowan ... Charlie was not a talented man.
He had drive, discipline ... God knows he had desire as
well. He was full of it.
GORDY: Did you love him?
ADA: I did. For a while. The career took over for him. I was
never all that into it. And then Honeyboy come along.
GORDY: Why didn’t you just quit, then?
ADA: He couldn’t do it without me.
GORDY: Surely –
ADA: He couldn’t. Come here. Stand right here.
GORDY: Another Qabala lesson?
ADA: No. Magic. Grab your cards.
GORDY: Seriously? All right, I got ‘em. Now what do
I do?
ADA: Wait. Let me get fixed. All right, stand here.
GORDY: Here?
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ADA: Yeah. Now, keep your hands together.
GORDY: Like praying?
ADA: I was thinking more like a clapping. But keep the
cards between your hands.
GORDY: Do I need a happy thought or anything?
ADA: Be serious.
GORDY: All right. Like this?
ADA: Closer. There you go. And – let go.
GORDY: I can still feel them.
ADA: Gordy, just let go. Trust me.
GORDY: Okay. (He brings his hands apart. The deck of
cards falls to the floor.) What happened?
ADA: Relax. Don’t hold on to tension. Breathe.
GORDY: One more time.
ADA: Bring your arms out. Wider – wider –
(ADA moves in closer to adjust his arms. Their bodies are
close together. A moment of realization.)
GORDY: I’m –
ADA: You smell like –
GORDY: Like ... ?
(They kiss. GORDY brings his arms around her.)
ADA: Don’t.
GORDY: Why not?
ADA: Look up.
(The cards float above him in the air.)
GORDY: (softly) I’ll be damned. (louder) I’ll be damned.
You see that? I did it! I did it! (pause) How’d I do it?
(The cards fall. ADA sits down.)
ADA: There you go.
GORDY: Where are you going?
ADA: I wanna make sure he’s asleep.
GORDY: Stay a while with me.
ADA: You worked some magic, Gordy, now, you got what
you wanted. Let me be.
GORDY: Forget about the cards. (ADA rises.) Ada! (He
takes her hand, and she turns to face him. They kiss again,
but she pulls away.)
GORDY: (going for her hand again) Please –
(She waves her hand broadly, and time freezes for GORDY,
accented by a shift in the light. ADA pulls away from him,
out of the light, and gives herself a moment to collect
herself and exit indoors. GORDY unfreezes and continues
his motion for her hand.)
GORDY: Ada?
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 8

Scene 8

The newspaper office. Middle of the night. LIGHTS UP
as GORDY enters and moves to his desk. NANCY, who is
sleeping on a couch, wakes up with a start.
GORDY: Nancy!
NANCY: Gordy?
GORDY: What – what are you doing here? It’s – geez, it’s
two o’clock in the morning.
NANCY: I can’t sleep at home.
GORDY: Yeah?
NANCY: Daddy’s in one of his ... you know how he gets,
when he’s ... it’s not a ... I’d rather sleep here. Are you
home? Are you finished?
GORDY: No, I ... came back. Had to get some things.
Typewriter, mainly.
NANCY: Oh.
GORDY: It’s going really well, Nancy, your dad is gonna
be so happy.
NANCY: Good. (They regard each other.) Aren’t you
gonna kiss me, Gordy?
GORDY: Of course.
NANCY: It’s been a week. (He kisses her. She holds him
tightly.) Never mind.
GORDY: What?
NANCY: You’re not there.
GORDY: Of course I am. I’m right here. C’mon, kid ...
How’s – how’s things around the paper? (He continues
gathering his things from the desk.)
NANCY: Hard. Daddy’s been back and forth to Washington
all week, and none of these jerks around here will listen
to me.
GORDY: Yeah? Can’t be that bad, can it?
NANCY: I’m ready to go.
(GORDY looks at her.)
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GORDY: It’s not time yet.
NANCY: How long?
GORDY: I’m on the cusp of something here. Something
so big. Just give me some time.
NANCY: I can’t take much more of this.
GORDY: Well, think on something else! It can’t do you
any good to mope around all day, pining for me to come
back. Go out and have some fun. Go out with some of
the girls.
NANCY: They’re all married.
GORDY: I asked you for a month, Nancy. Just a month.
What’s a month, huh? Just a bunch of days.
NANCY: I hate the days. And the nights. And this stupid
newspaper. Give me something to look forward to.
Promise me that when the month is up, we can just go.
Go, go, go.
GORDY: I can’t promise.
NANCY: Of course you can. Give me something to look
forward to. I don’t care what it is. Just something with
you in it.
GORDY: (sighs) Why don’t you plan us a trip. Don’t put
money down, if you can keep from it. But plan us a trip.
NANCY: Anywhere?
GORDY: Anywhere you wanna go.
NANCY: Just you and me?
GORDY: Sure.
NANCY: Oh, Gordy! (She embraces him.)
GORDY: I have to go.
NANCY: Just a minute longer.
GORDY: I can’t, Nancy. I just can’t. (He gathers his things
in his arm.) I’ll be back in town to talk with you in a week
or so, okay? I promise.
NANCY: I love you.
GORDY: You too. (GORDY exits. NANCY watches him
leave, doing her best to keep still. After a moment, she
grabs her coat.)
NANCY: I’m sorry, Gordy. I have to know.
(NANCY exits. LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 9

Scene 9

The farmhouse. A dining area has been set up. GORDY
and ADA are in the kitchen, putting together a meal.
LIGHTS UP. They are silent a moment. Finally, they must
face each other.
ADA: Who is she, Gordy?
GORDY: I –
ADA: You said you had no obligations.
GORDY: She’s not an obligation, she’s a ... she’s my
boss’s daughter.
ADA: And you’re seeing each other? (pause) Good. Good
for you. Probably for the best, that there are no romantic
entanglements. Boy’s done lost his father.
GORDY: It’s just a dinner. Think of it as – as a test of
Honeyboy. He’s come awful far. Hasn’t he?
ADA: He has.
GORDY: I belong here.
ADA: Do you?
GORDY: Yes. I do. You just gotta let me do a little
maneuvering. (He moves toward her, but she evades
him.)
ADA: You can take the grits off the stove. You burn the
bottom, they’re ruined. (calls out) Honeyboy! Honeyboy!
You all come to dinner now! (to GORDY) Can you carry
that pot over to the ... ?
(HONEYBOY enters, leading NANCY by the hand.)
ADA: You wash up, son?
NANCY: I’d like to wash my hands as well, Miss Ada.
ADA: Sink’s over there.
NANCY: The ... kitchen sink?
(J. EVAN enters.)
J. EVAN: Awful fine boy you got there, Ada. Awful fine.
ADA: He’s got his days. Nice of you to bring gin to us,
Mr. Congrove. How’d you come across it?
J. EVAN: Got a brother who works in government.
Prohibition’s on its last legs, in any case, and good
riddance. The fewer restrictions you place on a man, the
higher he’ll fly.
GORDY: Two fingers, J. Evan?
J. EVAN: I think three. These dirt roads are murder on
the constitution. Gordy was telling me your boy does

some magic.
ADA: Not like his father.
GORDY: No, he’s not.
(J. EVAN watches the two of them with interest.)
J. EVAN: I’d like to have taken up something like magic.
Or the theater, maybe.
NANCY: It’s not too late, Daddy. He can do so many
things.
J. EVAN: Not well. I got passions, just like anybody. But
no talent. But goddamnit if I can’t work like a horse when
the time comes. That is to say, I don’t give up. We live
once, and I have chosen a target for my passion, and it is
money. And now I am fifty-six, and quite alone. Cheers.
(They toast.) In any case, your Charlie was certainly singleminded about his work. I was a tremendous fan. When
Gordy here pitched to me the idea of writing a definitive
piece on him, I leapt at the chance.
HONEYBOY: (to NANCY) Here. You sit beside me.
NANCY: Okay. (to ADA) He’s so polite. Your boy makes
me feel like a queen. It’s a tribute to his upbringing.
ADA: That’s all Gordy.
NANCY: Is it?
GORDY: What say we eat?
ADA: What say. Honeyboy? Look at me, boy. The
blessing?
J. EVAN: My pardons, ma’am.
(All bow their heads.)
HONEYBOY: (evenly) Bless us O Lord in these thy gifts
which we are about to receive from thy bounty through
Christ our Lord Amen.
EVERYONE: Amen.
(All begin to eat. NANCY does not touch her food, but
stares at GORDY.)
GORDY: I taught him that. Speaks well, doesn’t he?
Nancy?
NANCY: Yes.
J. EVAN: Thought you was an atheist, Walsh.
GORDY: Rituals are important. Good for the boy.
HONEYBOY: I like you.
NANCY: Thank you. At least the boy likes me.
GORDY: Nancy.
NANCY: (to ADA) Your house is lovely. This is one of the
nicest homes I’ve ever been in.
HONEYBOY: More grits, Mama.
J. EVAN: So how long before I can see some of your
work, Gordy?
GORDY: I don’t know. End of the month?
J. EVAN: Usually I assign the deadline.
GORDY: It’s a complicated situation.
NANCY: But you aren’t gonna be here that whole time, are
you, Gordy? I mean, c’mon – there’s not that much here.
ADA: Excuse me?
NANCY: You can do your research here, but the bulk
of your work, that should be done in an office, with an
indoor bathroom, and a nice restaurant right down the
street, shouldn’t it?
GORDY: Maybe and maybe not. We’ll see how it plays
out.
NANCY: You have people depending on you.
HONEYBOY: I want grits!
ADA: That’s all there is. Eat your beans.
HONEYBOY: I want grits, Mama!
ADA: I said no.
NANCY: (too loud) The boy can have mine! (pause)
Excuse me for one moment, would you? (NANCY rises
and exits.)
J. EVAN: She’s sensitive. Just like her mama was. Don’t
know why it is that so many women in my life have been
so paper thin. Nancy’s constitution isn’t made for these
parts. You’ll have to forgive her.
ADA: All kinds.
(NANCY can be heard sobbing from off.)
HONEYBOY: (mouth full of grits) Don’t cry, lady!
GORDY: Excuse me, y’all.
(GORDY exits. J. EVAN looks ADA over.)
J. EVAN: I believe we’ve met before, Ada.
ADA: Have we?
J. EVAN: I know I met your Charlie. Did a card trick for
me in a bar, not too terribly far from here. I want to say
you were there.
ADA: Don’t remember. Meet a lot of people. Your face

		
ain’t ringing any particular bells.
J. EVAN: Maybe he mentioned me. (ADA makes a gesture:
“Not that I can remember.”) Well, I’m sorry to hear about
his disappearance. I know Gordy sure looked up to him.
How’s old Gordy doing out here, by the way? Seems to
really take to this farm life.
ADA: He’s been very useful.
J. EVAN: I haven’t been able to make much use of him, to
be honest. He’s just another one of those fellows, crawled
up out of the swamps and into the cities to charm their way
into one thing or another. I took him on thinking I can do
something with him, and I guess I just failed in a way that
you haven’t. Truth be told, I’d have fired him a while ago
if it weren’t for Nancy. She thinks he hung the moon. But
he does really seem to take to this farm life. (pause) Not
much of a eater, are you?
(GORDY and NANCY re-enter. NANCY has cleaned her
face and is smiling.)
NANCY: I’m very sorry. That was rude of me.
GORDY: What’d we miss?
ADA: Nothing. Mr. Congrove was telling me a little bit
about crop rotation. Nancy, you mind giving me a hand
with the dishes?
NANCY: Oh. Um ... all right. (They collect the dishes,
NANCY somewhat awkwardly.)
J. EVAN: (to HONEYBOY) Boy, I brought a little
something for you. Hello? Honeyboy?
GORDY: Honeyboy, look at me.
J. EVAN: You see this? This is my newspaper. I publish
this. This particular issue is the one I sent out when your
poor daddy went missing. And I’d like you to have it.
GORDY: Boy can’t read, J. Evan.
HONEYBOY: Can too.
GORDY: Honeyboy ...
HONEYBOY: Can.
GORDY: Fine. (GORDY picks up the first page of the
newspaper.) Read me the headline, then.
(HONEYBOY takes the paper and concentrates on it as
hard as he can.)
GORDY: Just the headline, boy. What’s it say?
(The paper bursts into flame.)
J. EVAN: Jesus!
(GORDY and J. EVAN try to swat the fire out, while
HONEYBOY claps and laughs. ADA rushes over to the
table.)
ADA: Honeyboy, get up.
HONEYBOY: I want to play.
ADA: Get up and go into your room.
GORDY: I’ll take him.
ADA: You take Mr. Congrove outside. I’ll take care of
Honeyboy.
NANCY: What should I do?
ADA: The dishes. (ADA disappears with HONEYBOY
and NANCY returns with a frown to the sink. As GORDY
and J. EVAN move outdoors, the setting changes to reflect
the outdoor set.)
GORDY: What were you thinking? The boy’s father’s
goddamn obituary?
J. EVAN: That’s a dangerous boy.
GORDY: You have no idea.
J. EVAN: You give a child like that matches?
GORDY: Did you see any matches? He can do it all by
himself.
J. EVAN: What are you talking about?
GORDY: Just listen to me. But you got to promise to keep
your mouth shut. At least for now. Can you promise?
J. EVAN: I’m a newspaper man. What do you think?
GORDY: The boy ...
J. EVAN: Spit it out, Walsh.
GORDY: He’s magic. The real thing.
J. EVAN: (pause) You’re coming home.
GORDY: No.
J. EVAN: Then stay. But you’re finished. I trusted you,
and was out of my mind to do so. Did you even look for
any of the information I asked you for?
GORDY: I found tons.
J. EVAN: Then bring it home. That’s all you had to do.
GORDY: She doesn’t want them to leave the house.
Listen –
J. EVAN: Then you steal them. Chrissakes, Walsh, use
your head!
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GORDY: It’s the real thing. I swear to you. I’ve seen the
boy levitate things. She won’t say it, but I know the reason
the boy’s got those weights on his feet is because his mother
thinks he’s gonna float off. Even I ...
J. EVAN: What?
GORDY: Thought ...
J. EVAN: The boy could teach you the father’s trade.
GORDY: It’s not the father, it’s ... her. And I hoped maybe
it would rub off on me. I mean, she made me think I floated
a deck of cards. You shoulda seen it –
J. EVAN: I’m not gonna listen to any of this molasses.
How is it you think she done it?
GORDY: That’s what I’m looking for!
J. EVAN: No! It isn’t. What you are looking for is
something – anything – to link Charlie Rowan to the
Communist Party. I don’t care what it is. You find every
document of his and you turn it over to me.
GORDY: I don’t think he was Red. The man loved money
like you do.
J. EVAN: Who cares? I’ll give it to my brother in the State
Department, and he’ll make the case. That fraudulent little
huckster made me a fair bet, and he lost.
GORDY: There’s so much more here –
(From inside the house, HONEYBOY laughs and yells.)
ADA: Honeyboy, put it down!
GORDY: Just give me a little more time to figure out
how to focus him. You saw just a taste of what he can do.
The newspaper?
J. EVAN: I once saw Harry Kellar cut his own head
off and pull it out of a goddamned hat! Don’t mean I’m
gonna plan a funeral for him. Wake up! (A squeal from
inside.) Tell me where the papers are. Right now. This
little charade is over.
GORDY: (pause) Inside. In a lock-box.
(NANCY races outside.)
NANCY: Take me home. The boy is deranged.
GORDY: What’d he do?
NANCY: He’s in there running around, screaming like a
banshee. No shirt on, like a – a white gorilla or something.
I was trying to help that woman control her son, and he ...
he pulled up my skirt and ...
GORDY: What?
NANCY: He goosed me!
GORDY: Goosed you?
NANCY: Yes, Gordy, goose-goose-goose! I don’t know
exactly what it is that you find so enthralling about this
strange little family, but you had best get it out of your
system. Or I won’t be there when you get back. (pause)
She’s nothing, Gordy! Is that what you want me to be?
(Somewhere from the backyard, HONEYBOY screams with
glee.) Oh God, he’s out.
(HONEYBOY climbs over the roof and sits. ADA rushes
out the front door.)
ADA: Honeyboy! Get off the roof. (HONEYBOY begins
to work at prying the weights off his legs.) Honeyboy, you
leave them on. Gordy?!?
GORDY: Got ‘em. (GORDY moves toward the house.)
NANCY: Gordy, wait – let’s just leave.
(HONEYBOY pries one loose.)
HONEYBOY: I done it!
NANCY: I want to go home.
J. EVAN: One second, girl. (J. EVAN steals away into
the house.)
ADA: Honeyboy, you stay right up until Uncle Gordy gets
up there with you, understand?
NANCY: It calls you Uncle?
(GORDY reaches the roof. HONEYBOY has pried the
other weight off.)
HONEYBOY: I’m gonna flyyy ...
GORDY: Boy! Stop. Wait just a minute, will ya? Let me
... catch my breath ...
HONEYBOY: Birds. Look.
GORDY: Yes. I see.
HONEYBOY: They fly south.
GORDY: We’re already South, boy. No need to fly
anywhere.
HONEYBOY: Come on.
GORDY: Where?
ADA: Bring him down.
GORDY: Can he do it?
ADA: Gordy.

GORDY: I need to know what I’m up against! Can he
do it? (pause) Honeyboy. Why doncha take my hand, and
we’ll go down and see Mama. Maybe we’ll have a nice
bowl of ice cream.
HONEYBOY: Fly south.
GORDY: No. Down to the ground.
HONEYBOY: Flyyy.
GORDY: No.
HONEYBOY: Uh-huh.
GORDY: Honeyboy, no. (HONEYBOY begins to rise.
GORDY holds tight to him. HONEYBOY laughs.)
ADA: (quietly) Damn it. (pause) Honeyboy? Honeyboy!
Don’t you wanna see Daddy?
HONEYBOY: What?
ADA: Daddy’s here. Wants to see you. Says he’s sorry.
HONEYBOY: Daddy?
ADA: Uh-huh. But you have to come down and see him.
HONEYBOY: Birds, Mama.
ADA: I know. But Daddy wants to give you a big hug
and a kiss.
HONEYBOY: Daddy?
(ADA closes her eyes in intense concentration. CHARLIE
emerges from the house. He does not make a sound. The
others are struck dumb.)
HONEYBOY: Daddy! (HONEYBOY wrestles free of
GORDY and stands.) Can’tcha talk, Daddy?
(CHARLIE moves his mouth in a dumb mime of speech,
but it is ADA who speaks the words.)
CHARLIE/ADA: Come on down, boy. (pause) Come on
down, boy. Join us down here on the ground.
HONEYBOY: (pause) No fair.
CHARLIE/ADA: Come on down, boy.
HONEYBOY: No fair, Mama. No fair.
ADA: (panicked) Honeyboy –
HONEYBOY: No fair no fair no fair! (Sound of birds
overhead. HONEYBOY is ecstatic.) Birds! I’m gonna
fly! Flyyy!
(HONEYBOY jumps into darkness. LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 10

Scene 10

Some time later. A hotel room in New York, the 16th floor.
Sounds of a shower running. GORDY is discovered sitting
at a small table, absently playing with a deck of cards.
LIGHTS UP as GORDY tries to make the deck float and
fails. He pours himself a drink. The telephone rings.
GORDY stares at it. The shower stops running. The phone
stops ringing. GORDY walks to the bathroom.
GORDY: (calling off) Hey. Someone just called. Are you
sure no one knows we’re here?
(NANCY enters in a robe, her hair in a towel.)
NANCY: No one. It’s just us.
GORDY: I’m just worried that it was your father.
NANCY: Probably was.
GORDY: How does he know where we are?
NANCY: I sent him a cable last night.
GORDY: You didn’t.
NANCY: I did. It was time, Gordy. After all we been
through, it was time.
GORDY: Nancy –
NANCY: What?
GORDY: If we’re gonna lay low, we gotta lay low! What
did you say to him?
NANCY: I told him that I was with you, and that we
weren’t coming back, and that I never wanted to see his
face again as long as I live.
GORDY: What?
NANCY: He’s the devil. And you’re my savior.
GORDY: He’s just gonna come after us, now.
NANCY: Then we’ll have to learn to get lost in this city. It’s
awful big. Just think of it as a new life, a new opportunity.
You’ll work, I’ll take care of you. (pause) Oh, honey ... why
you got such sad eyes? You’re my knight in shining armor,
and you’ve finally come around to rescuing me.
GORDY: I wish you’d stop saying stuff like that.
NANCY: That’s what you are. You’re my man.
GORDY: What kind of man is that?
NANCY: All right, that’s enough of gloominess. Been too
much of this over the past month. I’m sick of it. (a little
too aggressive) Sick!
GORDY: Right.
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NANCY: Let’s dance.
GORDY: Aw, Nancy ...
NANCY: Come on. They got a record player right here
in the room. Listen – (She cranks the player, and a jazz
waltz begins.) Be my man. (He acquiesces.) Not so bad,
is it? Mm, you smell so ... rugged. That was my first
impression of you, was that you smelled like a man. It’s
the aroma of ...
GORDY: Sweat?
NANCY: I was gonna say work. You smell like the earth,
and work, and .... (relishing it) manual labor. Most of the
boys I dated before you smelled like the same French
perfumes I wore. But they all went off to, um, other things.
You remember our first date?
GORDY: No.
NANCY: You took me out dancing.
GORDY: That’s right.
NANCY: You were the most magical, handsomest man
I had ever seen. So smart and muscular ... a little
arrogant ...
GORDY: You thought I was magical?
NANCY: And arrogant. What did you like about me?
(pause) Gordy?
GORDY: What? I’m sorry.
NANCY: Don’t you want to be here? With me?
GORDY: I can’t ... shake ... feeling ... responsible.
NANCY: You are responsible. You’re responsible to me.
GORDY: He just kept going. You saw him, Nancy, you
were right there. Just kept going and going ...
NANCY: Good.
GORDY: I shoulda kept trying, ‘stead of getting distracted
by an optical illusion.
NANCY: My head is starting to throb, Gordy, maybe
you should go out and take a walk, maybe go get me
something to take for my head, or maybe you could just
leave the lights out –
GORDY: Hey. C’mon.
NANCY: C’mon what. You’re a ghost limb.
GORDY: What?
(She has shut down, and lies on the bed. GORDY walks to
the window and opens it. A breeze comes through.)
GORDY: So many people out there. (pause) You think
when Kong was up there on top of that skyscraper he felt
like a New Yorker? Or did he feel alone?
NANCY: Who?
GORDY: Kong. King Kong.
NANCY: The monkey from the picture?
GORDY: Yeah.
NANCY: I don’t know.
GORDY: I’ll bet he felt alone. I mean, even from right
here, only sixteen stories up, I can get a sense of what he
must have been feeling. You look out over this city, and
all the buildings jutting way up out of the ground, and all
the cars and the trains way down there ... it just don’t seem
real. None of it. Fighting dinosaurs at home, and airplanes
over here. I feel like I got some of that loneliness in me
as well, somewhere deep. Like I’m the last of something.
Whole future’s just ... empty. (pause) I got to close this
window. Cold all of a sudden. You feel that?
NANCY: I don’t feel anything.
GORDY: (absently) You think it’s possible that the boy
kept going forever? That he’s still up there? Or does he
run out of air?
NANCY: That monkey wasn’t alone. He brought a woman
with him. That’s the whole reason he did everything he did.
Because he liked the woman he was with. (She begins to
cry. For a moment, GORDY struggles with what to do with
her. Instead, he returns to the window.) What do I have to
do, Gordy? What do I have to do to get you to love me?
(pause) Oh, why did you even come! You wanna whine
about being lost and alone in the city, but you aren’t. I’m
the one who’s alone. I’m the one with no ties. Nobody,
Gordy! NOBODY NOBODY NOBODY!
GORDY: I’m gonna head down. See if maybe they’ve got
a little something for your head.
NANCY: (brightly) I’m fine. See, look – I’m smiling. I’m
fine. Don’t leave. Why don’t you – (looks around) Show
me a card trick. Guess my card. Show me you can read
my mind. Okay?
GORDY: (pause) Let’s try something.
NANCY: I’d love to.
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GORDY: Here, stand up. Now hold your arms out – all
the way, just like this –
NANCY: Like this?
GORDY: Loosen up a bit. You’re like rigor mortis.
NANCY: I’m trying.
GORDY: You’re doing fine. Here. Just let yourself go.
Take some good deep breaths, and try to clear your mind.
Let it all drift out. (pause) You empty?
NANCY: I’m trying.
GORDY: Another deep breath. All right, bring your
hands together.
NANCY: You’re standing in the way.
GORDY: Around me. Like you’re praying. (She does.)
Now pull your hands apart. (She does, and embraces him
as she falls into a kiss. NANCY moves backward onto the
bed, but GORDY is distracted by the sound of the deck of
cards hitting the ground. He remains standing, looking
at them.)
GORDY: It didn’t work.
NANCY: Come to bed.
GORDY: It worked before.
NANCY: (pause) With her?
GORDY: I –
NANCY: You were testing me? (pause) And I failed. I
failed the way I’ve been failing the whole time. I wanted
you and you wanted to leave. And now I’ve got nothing.
(The phone rings again. GORDY looks at it.) Don’t –
GORDY: I’m sorry. (He answers.) Hello?
(NANCY goes to the window and opens it. She lets the
breeze go through her.)
GORDY: Of course. Thank you. (He hangs up.) He’s here.
He’s on his way up.
NANCY: Daddy?
GORDY: Maybe this is for the best. You can go home with
him and, and get a fresh start with ... “new life.” Right?
And you can forget all about me. I’m a loser, Nance. A
pathetic, poor, stumbling fool who’s never gonna amount
to anything. I ain’t half of what you are.
NANCY: You’re gonna go to her.
GORDY: I gotta make things right. This is my fault.
NANCY: There are rain clouds. And then there are rain
clouds. Look at that. Strange to see them from up so
high.
GORDY: (laughs) Yeah.
NANCY: So with her you were able to float a deck of
cards in mid-air. I’m sorry I didn’t believe you. I was
wrong. I’ve been so wrong. I just want you to know that
I believe in you, Gordy. If that’s what it takes. (NANCY
climbs into the window.)
GORDY: Nancy, get down!
NANCY: I can’t go back with him. And there’s nobody
else. Gordy, you’re the only one who can save me. And I
just want you to know, I believe in you.
GORDY: Please! (He moves toward her.)
NANCY: Catch me, if you can. (And she is out the
window.)
GORDY: No! (He watches her fall, turning away at the
crucial moment. GORDY reels, stunned. He races to the
telephone and picks up the receiver, but does not know
who to call.)
GORDY: (screaming) No!
(J. EVAN enters, a ball of fury.)
J. EVAN: Well, Walsh – delighted to find you here. (He
sees the open window and a pale GORDY.) WHERE IS
SHE?
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 11

Scene 11

The farmhouse. Some time later. ADA is on the porch,
dressed in black, unscrewing the bolts that have long
fastened the furniture. She does not have an easy time
with it. In the front yard, something new – newly turned
earth. LIGHTS UP as GORDY approaches. They share
a moment.
GORDY: I’m sorry.
ADA: Thank you.
GORDY: May I come in?
ADA: What for?
GORDY: To talk.
ADA: Don’t feel like talking.

GORDY: What are you gonna do?
ADA: I don’t know. Two fellahs come to serve me a
subpoena two days ago. They’re interested in my testimony
about Charlie’s connection to the Communist Party.
GORDY: What are you gonna do?
ADA: Testify. Choice do I have?
GORDY: It’s all smoke.
ADA: And mirrors. I know. But that’s a powerful
combination.
GORDY: I didn’t know, Ada.
ADA: Don’t –
GORDY: Honest to God –
ADA: Don’t you take one more step, Gordy. This is
sacred ground.
GORDY: (advancing) I know it is.
ADA: Don’t! (As he approaches, she hits him, and hits him
again, then begins to beat the hell out of him.)
GORDY: All right. All right, now. (She collapses into him,
in tears. He holds her.) Is that him?
ADA: Where?
GORDY: Buried in the ground.
ADA: No.
GORDY: Who is it?
ADA: It’s nobody. A place holder, for when folks start
asking questions. Honeyboy ain’t someplace he can come
back from.
GORDY: Where is he?
ADA: I don’t know. Out there. Watching over us, maybe.
Maybe he’s with Charlie. Honeyboy and I have always
been able to get into each other’s head. I’ve called to him
every night. But I can’t feel nothing any more.
GORDY: What happened to Charlie?
ADA: (pause) It was his own stupid fault. We’d gone over
to England, ostensibly to do some shows but really to meet
up with this Russian healer – Brother Emil Kio. He was
with a group called the Golden Dawn. Bunch of mystic
claptrap and hooey, but ... I had heard that this Emil Kio
could heal anyone. And I thought it was worth having him
look at Honeyboy.
GORDY: For what?
ADA: His mind. Everything comes at a price, Gordy – it’s
a long line of magic in my family, and it always takes its
toll. For my grandmother it was her kidneys, my mother
her lungs. And my heart. And Honeyboy’s mind. I hoped
to god this man could fix my boy. But we never saw him.
Charlie got mixed up with some bad debt, panicked, took
it out on me. (laughs) He pulled out a knife.
GORDY: What?
ADA: He wasn’t gonna do nothing. It was all dramatics.
Charlie was a coward. But he made the mistake of putting
on this show in front of the boy. So Honeyboy took over.
He turned Charlie into, like, a marionette. Had him dancing
around, all foolish. I let it go – I was awful mad at Charlie,
and it served him right. Then Honeyboy had Charlie take
the knife and start to plunge it into himself. So I ... God, his
eyes. I’ve never seen somebody look so terrified. (pause)
I made Charlie go away.
GORDY: Where?
ADA: I don’t know.
GORDY: Can you get him back?
ADA: I don’t know. I’ve tried. I ain’t proud of what I did,
Gordy. I wish there had been some other way. But at least
my boy’s hands were clean.
GORDY: Let’s go.
ADA: Where?
GORDY: Anywhere. Let’s just go and keep going. There’s
nothing left to keep us here, right? They’re coming to take
your land away.
ADA: I gotta try and protect it.
GORDY: How? I bet they know you were gonna meet
that Russian fellah. Ada, they could put you in jail! Come
with me.
ADA: You hurt me. That girl –
GORDY: She’s dead. She’s in the ground. Leapt out of
our hotel room, in front of me. She ... thought I could
save her.
ADA: (withdrawing) Aren’t we a pair.
GORDY: Goddamn it, Ada, I want to be a good person to
somebody. We need each other, and I don’t see that either
of us need much else. Something powerful’s been growing
between us since the very start, I know you feel it. I can

		
feel you feeling it. Let’s just go.
ADA: There’s nowhere to go.
GORDY: There’s always somewhere. (He kisses her. She
pulls away for a moment.) Don’t you disappear without
me.
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 12

Scene 12

The farmhouse, a little later. GORDY buttons his shirt.
ADA packs.
ADA: I don’t know what to bring. I don’t know where
we’re going.
GORDY: Whatever’s fine. We’ll manage.
ADA: I’m a little scared.
GORDY: We’ll be fine. We’re together. It’s probably best
we travel light, anyhow. (pause) You don’t have a gun, I
imagine ...
ADA: No.
GORDY: We might oughta find one.
ADA: What for, Gordy? It ain’t just a man that’s after me,
it’s the federal government itself. If we get caught – by
whoever – we surrender peaceably.
GORDY: I ain’t gonna let that happen. We need some
kind of protection. If we head south, we’ll get back into
my home territory ... I know some folks might be able to
help us with that. (A dog barks in the distance. GORDY
and ADA both listen.)
ADA: Just somebody’s hound. Probably the Danford
family, other side of the field.
GORDY: How far?
ADA: Just right there. (GORDY moves toward the door.)
Where are you going?
GORDY: Never got to know the neighbors, Ada. Gonna
drop in and say a quick hello, and see if they’ve maybe got
a firearm they could part with. (He exits.)
ADA: Gordy, wait! (Irritated, she moves back to packing.
Suddenly, she is struck with something internally.) Oh
my boy ... where are you? Can you hear me? Where are
you? Come home ... come to mama ... (pause) Are you
there? Honeyboy? (Whatever held her releases her.) I
can’t do this.
(She exits into the yard, where she is met by J. EVAN and
two HIRED GUNS.)
J. EVAN: Morning. (to the GUNS) You boys go have
a look inside. (to ADA) You know, I’ll tell you Ada, my
brother and I have spent so much time these last few weeks
poring over yours and Charlie’s papers, I feel like I know
you. You’re a very bright woman, apparently. Talented,
disciplined ... do you know how rare a combination that is
in a woman? And – like me – you’ve had to endure a great
amount of loss. Your family dying so young, your husband,
your career, and now your boy. Sounds to me like that’s
just about everything. I’ve lost everything, myself – you
see, my Nancy is dead. (pause) But I’ll bet somebody’s
already told you this. Where is he?
ADA: Just take the house.
J. EVAN: I don’t want the house. I want to know, where
is he?
ADA: What are you gonna do to him?
J. EVAN: What do you mean, what am I gonna do to
him? I’m gonna kill him. He pushed my daughter out a
window.
ADA: Gordy ain’t the kind of man that pushes.
J. EVAN: Doesn’t matter whether he put his hands to
her chest or not. What do you want to hide him for, Ada?
Weren’t for him, you and your boy would be fine, just
like you were.
(The two HIRED GUNS emerge from the house.)
HIRED GUN #1: Nobody in there, Mr. Congrove.
ADA: I told you.
J. EVAN: Are you sure?
HIRED GUN #1: It ain’t a big house.
J. EVAN: But he’s been here, hasn’t he? I can smell
him.
ADA: Maybe he vanished into thin air.
J. EVAN: (calling out) I know you’re here, Gordy. If
there’s a trap door in this house, and I’m sure there is, I
will find it.
ADA: There’s no trap door. He’s not in there. Look – what
do you want? Why have you clamped down so hard on me
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and my family? Why can’t you just let us alone?
J. EVAN: Because when a man makes a wager, he doesn’t
welsh. I told you I met your husband in a bar. He was
drunk as a scoundrel, and when he found out I had means
he bet everything he had on the outcome of a card trick.
And he failed.
ADA: Charlie.
J. EVAN: Some magician your man was. Promises the
world, and then conveniently ‘disappears.’ Very clever.
Where is he, Ada? Still in Europe? Africa? The North
Pole?
ADA: Charlie is gone. I swear to you.
J. EVAN: Disappearances all over. I sure would hate to be
a man in your life. I think you better come with us.
ADA: Why?
J. EVAN: Bait.
GORDY: (from the roof) Wait!
J. EVAN: There he is. Walsh! You come down, now.
GORDY: No.
J. EVAN: Shoot him.
(The HIRED GUNS draw on him. GORDY draws his
own gun.)
GORDY: Stop! I just ... wanna explain things a bit.
Okay?
J. EVAN: Come down then. Explain.
GORDY: I’ll stay up here, if you don’t mind. Got to have
some kind of leverage.
J. EVAN: No leverage in being treed. It’s over. Come
down.
GORDY: I didn’t push Nancy. I swear to you. She jumped.
I ran after her, you have to believe me.
J. EVAN: Why would she jump?
GORDY: I don’t know, she thought I could make her fly.
Like Honeyboy.
J. EVAN: (laughing) Fly like Honeyboy? Now, that’s a
good one. So the boy could fly? I see.
GORDY: You were there.
J. EVAN: I heard an idiot jumping off a roof, chasing after
some geese. Shoot him.
GORDY: I’ll shoot back.
J. EVAN: You hit me and this place will be swarming with
G-men. Give it up, Walsh.
(GORDY looks to ADA.)
ADA: Don’t, Gordy.
GORDY: Look – if I come down, will you leave her
alone?
J. EVAN: You have my word.
ADA: Don’t.
GORDY: Let me do this. (He begins to climb down the
trellis.)
ADA: Wait. What if I were to make good on Charlie’s
loss?
J. EVAN: How you mean?
ADA: Do you remember what card you drew with
Charlie?
J. EVAN: Like it was burned into my brain.
ADA: What if I ... produced that card?
J. EVAN: I would be impressed.
ADA: Would you let him go?
J. EVAN: No.
ADA: Would you let him stand trial? Fair trial?
J. EVAN: You have my word. Boys, hold onto Mr.
Walsh so he doesn’t fly off. All right, “Miss Rasputin”
– astound me.
ADA: Think on the card. Think on it real hard. (J. EVAN
closes his eyes.) No, keep them open. I want you to see.
(quietly) Presto.
(A single card floats down from the sky. The GUNS seem
impressed.)
ADA: Is that your card?
(J. EVAN picks it up and looks it over.)
J. EVAN: No.
GORDY: What?
J. EVAN: No.
ADA: Yes, it was.
J. EVAN: No.
ADA: You’re a liar. You drew the jack of spades.
J. EVAN: I didn’t.
ADA: Then what?
J. EVAN: Ain’t telling.
ADA: Liar!

J. EVAN: Boys.
(The GUNS begin to carry GORDY off.)
GORDY: Ada!
ADA: You can’t do that! That was your card! That was
– Charlie got it right, didn’t he?
J. EVAN: First rule of business, Ada ... never waste all
your money on speculation. And Walsh ... suffice it to say
I don’t envy you right now.
GORDY: Let me have just a minute with her. To say
goodbye.
J. EVAN: Dear lord, he’s in love with her. Make it quick.
(to the GUNS) Point those pistols at his head, just in case
he decides to fly away.
(GORDY and ADA embrace. Suddenly he pulls his head
back.)
GORDY: Can you hear me?
ADA: Yes.
GORDY: You can still go free.
ADA: To what?
GORDY: I love you.
ADA: I love you.
GORDY: Let’s just go.
ADA: There’s nowhere to go.
GORDY: I know. But that’s somewhere.
ADA: Are you sure?
J. EVAN: Something’s going on.
GORDY: I have complete faith in you. (He kisses ADA.)
J. EVAN: Shoot, damn you!
(The GUNS move to shoot, but suddenly both of them – and
J. EVAN – freeze in place. The lights go out, but ADA and
GORDY remain in spotlight. Their kiss is frozen in time
as the spotlight fades.)
(Two shots fire in the dark. Two bodies thud to the
ground.)
(LIGHTS UP. The GUNS lie dead on either side of the
empty space where ADA and GORDY had been. J. EVAN
stands alone.)
J. EVAN: (quietly) Goddamn it.
(LIGHTS DOWN.)
SCENE 13

Scene 13

The dark soup of nowhere. Spotlight on Honeyboy’s flower
pot. A single flower rises from it, white and vibrant and
strong. ADA and GORDY emerge from the darkness.
ADA: Gordy?
GORDY: I’m here. (laughs) Where are we?
ADA: I don’t know. I can’t see you.
GORDY: Find me. Listen for my voice.
(ADA finds the flower pot, and so does GORDY. They close
in on it, like moths to a flame.)
GORDY: White rose. Is it real?
ADA: Look how straight and strong it is.
GORDY: I wonder is he here.
ADA: I don’t know. I don’t think so. I think I made that.
GORDY: I wonder what else can you make?
ADA: Probably anything. Gordy, I still can’t see you.
GORDY: Keep following my voice. If I had your talents,
I would just wish for just a little more light.
(A little more LIGHT happens. GORDY and ADA see
each other.)
GORDY: You do that?
ADA: I don’t think so.
GORDY: Where are we? That I could do such a thing?
ADA: Nowhere, Gordy.
GORDY: Is it real?
ADA: Does it matter?
GORDY: I can’t believe it.
ADA: I think perhaps you’d better. Just to be safe.
GORDY: This is new life. Ain’t it? We get to set things
up just as they ought to be.
ADA: Do we deserve it?
GORDY: Ssh. Let’s just hold on to this light. Just a little
bit longer.
ADA: (pause) I’ll try.
END OF PLAY
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